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ABSTRACT: Agriculture is a subsistence of majority Indians and has great effect on the economy of the country. In a 
country like India, where climatic conditions change sustainably and irrigation facilities are poor. The main source for 
irrigation process is ground water. Nowadays ground water level is reduced drastically. In order to compensate this 
problem farmers are using both well and bore well to utilize ground water. This paper describes the automatic control 
of motor pumps by checking the level of well and bore well as a source forirrigation process. It prevents motor from 
dry running, single phasing and over loading. This paper presents the controlling and monitoring the level in well and 
bore well using GSM network. Level sensor is used to check the level in well and bore well. After checking the level 
controller sends the information to the user, depends on the level in the both well and bore well the user sends the 
message to the controller to turn on/off the motor by using GSM network.  
 
KEYWORDS: Microcontroller, GSM module, Motor, Two relay circuits, Signal conditioning circuit, Level Sensors. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
India is basically an agricultural country, and all its resources depend on the agricultural output. Even in the modern 
span of industrialization, agriculture is the key area that decides the economic growth of the country. Agriculture also 
accounts for 8.56% of the country’s total exports. Agriculture is the most important field as compared to others in 
India. The underground water level is slowly falling down and as well as rainfall is also reduced due to deforestation. 
In order to get the maximum yield in agricultural process, it is necessary to supply the optimum quantity of water, and 
it should be supplied periodically. This is achieved only through a systematic irrigation system. Irrigation is the science 
of planning and designing an efficient, low-cost, economic irrigation system designed in such a way to fit natural 
conditions. By the construction of proper distribution system and providing of adequate water supply will increase the 
yield of crops. The different methods of supplying water to the fields are Surface irrigation, Sub-surface irrigation and 
Sprinkler irrigation. The stored or diverted water is passed to the agricultural lands through some suitable distribution 
system. 
 
The aim of this paper is to develop a simpler and cheaper solution that will provide remote control for motors through 
mobile phones using messages. There is a tremendous rise in the mobile phone users during the past few years. Remote 
monitoring of processes, machines, etc., is popular due to advances in technology. Remote monitoring through Internet 
based monitoring is one of the common approaches. This approach requires PCs (Client/Server) along with additional 
devices like buffers, modems, etc. for internet connectivity and software support for TCP/IP protocols and control 
system interaction. The price of such system varies greatly depending on speed and bandwidth requirements.This work 
provide Short Messaging Service (SMS)approach offers simple interface with only destination mobile phone address 
and message requirement without any protocol. So this method is suitable for remote monitoring of systems with 
moderate complexity. 
 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
 

A remote control application will helps or guides the farmers to perform the operation like turn on and turn off the 
motor once the message is received to them. The motor can be turn on and turn off automatically by using the mobile 
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phone by sending a text message. A microcontroller based control panel is designed to control and monitor the level of 
well and bore well. Basically in the agricultural irrigation the motor is connected to the control panel. The control panel 
checks the generally known problems and rectify it prevent the motor from damage. The known faults that may occur 
are phase sequence change, dry running of motor, over load condition and absence of a phase.  Microcontroller is 
programmed to check the faults and level in both well and bore well through commands of the user. The system block 
diagram is shown in figure-1.The messages are received from the user mobile to perform specific task. Based on the 
received signals, the signals are sent to the microcontroller to switch on/off the motor1 and motor2 through the starter 
using the two relays circuit. The relays are controlled by the ports. 

 
     Figure-1 Block diagram 
 
A. Mobile phone Interface  
The GSM modem communicates with the user mobile phone to intimate the condition obtained from the 
microcontroller. Serial Port Adapter works in data and needs to be properly configured. Table-1 shows the commands 
and explanation which is send by the user. Microcontroller was already programmed to perform specified task. When 
the command STATUSCHK is received by the microcontroller. It checks status of the motor and level in well and bore 
well. And then the microcontroller sends message to the user about condition of level in well as well as bore as well. It 
follows that the user only decides which motor is going to on/off. 
B. SMS Approach  
SMS is stored and forwarded in the way of transmitting messages between mobile phones. The major advantage of 
using SMS alert the sender when SMS is delivered at the destination. 

 
Table-1 Program Look up table 

 
 

 

COMMANDS EXPLANATION 
STATUSCHK It checks status of the motor and level in well and bore well. 
MOTOR1-ON Turn ON the motor-1  
MOTOR1-OF Turn OFF the motor-1 
MOTOR2-ON Turn ON the motor-2 
MOTOR2-OF Turn OFF the motor-2 
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III. CONTROLLER SYSTEM 
 

There are several known controllers (8051 microcontroller, PIC microcontroller, AVR, ARM processor, etc…) are used 
to control the motors. In this paper microcontroller was used, to perform the various operations the several circuits are 
designed and interfaced to the microcontroller. The signal received from the GSM module is converted by using TTL 
logic circuit. The figue-2 shows the experimental setup for GSM based motor control for irrigation system. 
 

 
 

Figure-2 Experimental setup 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

As a result the developed system enhances the motor control through wireless using GSM in the field optimally. The 
system ensures security of motor against overloads, dry running and phase imbalances. It also provides automatic 
restarting of motors. The main advantage of this system is water distributed at regular intervals, minimization of 
occurrences of motor faults,reduction in labour cost. The usage of mobile phone has been increased among the farmers. 
The system proves to be enormous benefit to farmers whose pump sets are situated far away from their homes due to 
capability of remote control using cell phone. Any mobile model or network can be used for communication sothat the 
system improves its flexibility to use. Low operating cost using messages are the major attractions of this system. 
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                      Abstract  
This paper explains the Remote Measurement & 

Control of Greenhouse based on GSM –SMS for 

controlling the Devices by SMS in greenhouse. The 

main purpose of this system conception is the remote 

control of the climatic parameters that influence the 

production in greenhouse. Several sensors and Control 

Devices are Used. These sensors provide relevant 

information that is used to control   their different   

Devices Such as D.C Fan, Bulb, Water pump by SMS. 

The procedure used in our system provides the owner 

with a remote control avoiding the needed to perform 

the control actions on site. The developed system in this 

paper is ideally suited for agricultural greenhouses It is 

simple useful for farmers. Besides, most people use 

their cell phones to communicate and send messages. 

Thus, in our system, with a simple message, all farmers 

can control their greenhouses from a distance. They 

can know the status of their greenhouse climate 

(temperature, humidity) and can control the Devices. 

  

Keywords: Sensors, Measurement, Microcontroller, 

GSM, Control, Zigbee  ,Monitoring. 

 

 

I. Introduction  
The greenhouse industry is the fastest growing sector 

worldwide. The greenhouse separates the crop from the 

environment,This enables the production of crops that 

otherwise could not be produced at that specific 

location. The greenhouse enclosure permits the 

manipulation of the crop environment. This asset 

allows the farmer to steer the cultivation in a desirable 

direction. It leads to higher crop yield, prolonged 

production period, better quality, and less use of 

protective chemicals. The crop yield and quality can be 

influenced by operating the adjustable components of 

greenhouse. To fully exploit the enhanced possibilities  

 

For  crop and resource management in greenhouse, it is 

indispensable to adjust and control variables with a  

remote controlling system via SMS by using the GSM -

SMS. This is because it is almost difficult for human 

being to manipulate and be present every day near the 

system. Indeed, remote communication systems are a 

major component of the policy of modernization and 

technology transfer, due to the increasing development 

of mobile communications. The use of mobile phones 

or handsets has grown exponentially over the years [1]. 

Today, growth is coming from global expansion and 

services. A new surge of growth will come through 

new technology (Wireless) [2], Using GSM it is 

possible to control and monitor systems from a long 

Distance. The primary aim of this paper is to propose 

the concept of Development of a Low-Cost GSM SMS-

Based Remote Measurement and Control system for 

Greenhouse using the combination of a ARM 

Controller [3] and a GSM communications module & 

Zigbee  linked by a serial communications port. Using 

this various Parameter values  could be efficiently 

understands  from the remote location and whenever it 

crosses the set limit, the ARM processor will send an 

SMS  to a concerned authority(s) mobile phone. The 

concerned authority(s) can control the system through 

the mobile phone by sending Message to the System. 

The benefits of this paper are: 

Flexibility / modularity in control  

Extremely low cost device adapted for different 

       applications. 

Scalable, Robust and Reliable. 

Efficient and cheap means of communication by   

use of SMS. 

Ideal for monitoring and control critical plant on 

unmanned sites. 

 

II. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM AND 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The Functional Block diagram of the entire system 

is as shown in the Figure 1 
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Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram 

 
All the major subsystem blocks are shown with their 

interconnections to each module The block diagram 

consists of  Temprature Sensor ,Humidity Sensor, Soil 

moisture,Light Sensor, CO2Sensor, ARM  LPC2148 

Processor, GSM MODEM(SIM300), MAX232 Level 

converter, Controlling devices, Relay set and Personal 

computer. In this application, the system was set up to 

monitor and control the relative Devices and ensures 

that it was within safe operating 

 Limits. The detailed descriptions of the blocks used in 

the system are explained 

 

A. ARM 7 LPC2148  

The  LPC2148 is an ARM 7 high-performance 32-bit 

RISC Microcontroller with Thumb extensions 512KB 

on-chip Flash ROM with In-System Programming 

(ISP) and In-Application Programming (IAP), 32KB 

RAM, Vectored Interrupt Controller, Two 10bit ADCs 

with 14 channels, USB 2.0 Full Speed Device 

Controller, Two UARTs, one with full modem 

interface. Two I2C serial interfaces, Two SPI serial 

interfaces Two 32-bit timers, Watchdog Timer, PWM 

unit, Real Time Clock with optional battery backup, 

Brown out detect circuit General purpose I/O pins. 

CPU clock up to60 MHz, On-chip crystal oscillator and 

On-chip PLL. Due to their tiny size and low power 

consumption, LPC2148 are ideal for applications where 

miniaturization is a key requirement, such as access 

control and point-of-sale. Serial communications 

interfaces ranging from a USB 2.0 Full-speed device, 

multiple UARTs, SPI, SSP to I2C-bus and on-chip 

SRAM of 8 kB up to 40 kB, make these devices very 

well suited for communication gateways and protocol 

converters, soft modems, voice recognition and low 

end imaging, providing both large buffer size and high 

processing power. Various 32-bit timers, single or dual 

10-bit ADC(s), 10-bit 

DAC, PWM channels and 45 fast GPIO lines with up 

to nine edge or level sensitive external interrupt pins 

make these microcontrollers suitable for control 

systems.[7][8]. 

 

 

B. Sensors 

 Temperature Sensor 

The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit 

temperature sensors, whose output voltage is linearly 

proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. 

The LM35 thus has an advantage over linear 

temperature sensors , as the user is not required to 

subtract a large constant voltage from its output to 

obtain convenient centigrade scaling. Features are as 

follows. [4]  

1. Calibrated directly in ° Celsius (Centigrade)  

2. Linear + 10.0 mV/°C scale factor  

3. 0.5°C accuracy guaranteable (at +25°C)  

4. Rated for full −55° to +150°C range  

5. Suitable for remote applications  

6. Low cost due to wafer-level trimming  

7. Operates from 4 to 30 volts 

  Humidity Sensor(SY-HS-220) 

These modules convert relative humidity to the output 

voltage. Humidity Sensor is designed to operate on DC 

5 V, 0-60º c, 30-90º c RH , output voltage is DC 1.980 

mv ± at 25 ºc 60% RH.[5] 

  Soil Moisture Sensor:  

This basic cheap soil moisture sensor consists of two 

probes (the metal rods or Ordinary galvanized nails) 

held apart at a fixed distance by some insulating 

material. They are used to sense soil moisture. Two 

pieces of wire, each 2' long, and strip ½" off the ends. 

One end of each wire is wrapped around the head of 

each nail. Cover the wire-nail connection with a 

generous amount of solder. By measuring the resistance 

between the two nails stuck in the soil, water 

requirement of soil can be determined. More the water 

in the soil more is the conductivity .It uses the two 

probes to pass current through the soil and to measure 

the resistance to get the moisture level. More water 

makes the soil more conductive (less resistance), while 

for dry soil conductivity is poor (more resistance), 

 LDR- Light Dependent Resistor [6]  

Two cadmium sulphide (cds) photoconductive cells 

with spectral responses similar to that of the human 

eye. The cell resistance falls with increasing light 

intensity. Applications include smoke detection, 

automatic lighting control, and batch counting and 

burglar alarm systems. 
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C. Controlling Section 

 1. If temperature > Set temperature then turn ON the  

DC FAN.  

 2. If temperature < Set temperature then turn ON the   

Heater  

3. If light intensity < Set light intensity then turn ON 

the Bulb  

4. If humidity <Set humidity then turn ON the 

Humidifier  

5. If soil moisture < Set soil moisture then turn ON the 

Pump  

6. If co2>Set Co2 then turn on DC fan. 

 

D. GSM MODEM 

A GSM modem is a specialized type of modem, which 

accepts a SIM card, and operates over a subscription to 

a mobile operator, just like a mobile phone. From the 

mobile operator perspective, a GSM modem looks just 

like a mobile phone. A GSM modem can be a 

dedicated modem device with a serial, USB or 

Bluetooth connection, or it may be a mobile phone that 

provides GSM modem capabilities. Here SIM 300 

Modem is used. 

 

 

 

E. Personal Computer 

 

A Personal computer is a programmable machine that 

receives input, stores and manipulates data, and 

provides output in a useful format. A personal 

computer may be a desktop computer, a laptop. The 

data logging is achieved continuously by the ARM7 

LPC2148 processor to the personal Computer. This 

data is received by the software running on the PC and 

continuously updates a database by using Visual Basic 

and also we can generate graphs automatically.  

  

F. ZigBee 

It is one of the latest and upcoming technologies in the 

field WSN. ZigBee is low cost, low power, wireless 

network standard. Low power usage allows longer life 

with smaller battery.ZigBee has been developed to 

meet the growing demand for capable wireless 

networking between numerous low power devices. So 

it is widely deployed for wireless monitoring and 

control applications [9]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND 

      DESCRIPTION 

 

The circuit diagram of the entire system is shown in 

Figure 2. Various Parameters are taken such as 

Tempreture  , Humidity ,Light  will sense gives a 

voltage output corresponding to values. This signal is 

taken into LPC2148 processor through the analog input 

channel for comparison. This signal is digitized using 

the inbuilt 10-bit ADC of the LPC2148 processor and 

compare the data with Predefined data for any status 

changes or value crossing the limit. Then System will 

send the message to concerned authority(s) by sending 

an SMS through GSM MODEM to his/her Mobile 

phone and Then authorized person sends message to 

the system then microcontroller  switches the ON/OFF. 

The authority(s) can also monitor the status of the 

Controlled Devices.  The measured values are 

displayed in personal computer for further analysis of 

graphs. 

 
    

  Figure2 The circuit diagram of the entire system 

 

 

IV. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

The software for the system is developed in Embedded 

C and Visual Basic. The flowcharts depicting the 

measurement and the control of Green house shown in 

Fig.3&4 
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Figure 3. The flowcharts depicting the measurement 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 The flowcharts depicting   the control of 

Green house 

 

V. RESULTS  

The results obtained by using the proposed system 

are 

In Figure 5 shows the device status, current data and 

high limit values of sensors. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The results obtained by using the proposed   

system which are final outputs. 

 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The system has provided a low cost, remotely 

monitored and controlled solution for Greenhouse 

introduced. The use of a ARM Processor, GSM 

module, Sensors and different Controlling devices  

provide exciting possibilities. However as far as the 

Greenhouse   applications are concerned this can be 

viewed as a low cost, customized Remote Measurement 

and Control system .The approach discussed in the 

paper is novel and has achieved the target to control 

Greenhouse remotely using the GSM SMS-based 

system satisfying user needs and requirements. GSM 

technology capable solution has proved to be controlled 

remotely. Hence we can conclude that the required 

goals and objectives of the system have been achieved. 
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Abstract: This study discusses about designing a Smart Display and Control (SDC) which will monitor the
zone and maintains the specified speed in the zone levels, which runs on an embedded system. This system
includes three modules; automatic speed control module, accident detection and information sending module
and security enabling module. Automatic speed control module includes RF transmitter placed in specific
location and RF receiver in the vehicle. Accident detection module includes GSM and GPS technology.
Security enabling module includes sensory units which ensures the condition of seat belt and the driver. This
module includes alcohol sensor and eye sensor. The smart display and control is composed of two separate
units: Zone status Transmitter unit and Receiver (speed Display and Control) Unit. 

Keywords: Alcohol sensor, eye sensor, GPS, GSM, PIC microcontroller, vibration sensor

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays accidents occur in all the places but major
accidents occur in school zone and college zone. Because
of high speeding of vehicle. The main objective of the
system is to provide security for the vehicle user and also
detects the accident if occurred and informs the respective
authority through wireless technologies. If any accident
occurs in highway or any other place. the accident
information system will get activated and message will be
transmitted to respective authority (Rajesh et al., 2010).
Statistical report says that the accident occur due to the
following reasons; drunk driver not using the seat belt
properly. This system will check all these things before
the vehicle starts. This automatic accident detection
system will overcome the above mentioned problems in
an effective way. Present system checks only the seat belt
condition and lacks much security constrains.

According to this system, whenever a person sits in
driver seat of the vehicle, the system checks for the
following parameters with the driver. The Alcohol sensor,
which checks if the person has consumed alcohol or not.
The eye sensor makes sure that the person in driver seat
does not falls asleep. In case of any accident, the vibration
in vibration sensor increases beyond the limit and
information is sent to GSM module. The GSM can send
message to respective authority. Thus this system ensures
the life security.

Overview of the system frame work: In this design
process three modules were used, automatic speed control
module, accident detection module and security enabling
module. In automatic speed control module the RF
transmitter and RF receiver are to be used. The wireless
Transmitter can send the data up to 100 feet away from

the vehicle. The RF module used here operates with a
carrier frequency of 418 MHZ within the 260 MHZ to 430
MHZ RF Spectrum (unlicensed Spectrum) thus avoiding
any FCC (Federal Communication commission) charges
or regulations. The RF transmitter is placed in a specific
location and RF receiver is placed in vehicle. When the
vehicle reaches the zone like school zone or U turn, it will
automatically reduce the speed and when it leaves the
zone it will automatically regain its speed. From this the
occurrence of accidents will get reduced. In information
sending module GSM, GPS and vibration sensors are
used. In this system, the vibration sensor, GPS and GSM
is placed in the vehicle. If an accident occurred the
vibration sensor senses the vibration level and if it
exceeds the threshold limit, the system will consider that
there is an occurrence of accident in that particular
location. Then the system will activate the GPS to gather
the location detail and sends the location of the vehicle
through GSM to the control station. Security enabling
module includes eye sensor and seat belt detector which
will ensure the security condition of the driver. 

Nowadays the accident occurs due to a drunken
driver and improper use of belt. The main cause of
accident is due to the driver drowsy and tired condition,
which will be noticed by the help of eyes sensor which
will not start and also informs the status of the driver to
the base station along with the vehicle ID.

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

Transmitter design: Figure 1 shows the transmitter
module. Transmitter module is placed in the specific zone.
Transmitter and receiver both operate at a frequency of
430 MHZ. transmitter receives data serially and sends the
data  to  the  receiver continuously. The RF transmitter is
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Fig. 1: Transmitting module

Fig. 2 : Prototypic design of accident detection, speed control
and security module

placed in zones like school zone, college zone, U turn.
When the vehicle reaches those zones, it will
automatically reduce the speed (Ben Carroll et al., 2010)
to 20 KM. When the vehicle leaves the zone it will regain
its speed. The receiver module is placed in the vehicle.
When the signal from transmitter is received it will
decode the encoded data and indicate the controller to
reduce or limit the speed of the vehicle

When the vehicle leaves the zone it will regain its
speed. The receiver module is placed in the vehicle. When
the signal from transmitter is received it will decode the
encoded data and indicate the controller to reduce or limit
the speed of the vehicle.

Receiver design: Figure 2 shows the receiver prototypic
design. The RF module consists of RF transmitter and RF
receiver. The RF module has an encoder in transmitter
and decoder in the receiver. The encoder is used for
encoding the parallel data for transmission while the
reception is decoded by decoder in the receiver. The RF
receiver is connected with PIC microcontroller. The RF
receiver will be always in listening state, if it receives any
signal of same frequency as of receiver, it will
automatically indicate the controller which in turn reduces
or limits the speed of the vehicle until the vehicle leaves
that particular zone. From this, the accident in school and
college zone will get reduced. The accelerometer is
connected with microcontroller and placed in vehicle. If
any accident occurs in the highways, the accelerometer

sensor (vibration sensor) will indicate the controller and
controller will in turn transmit the message to the
hospitals and police stations through GSM technology.

The message will contain the details of vehicle
number, place of accident which was gathered using GPS.
The function of Global Positioning System (GPS) is the
most promising technology to acquire the position
information in outdoor environments. In recent days most
of the accident occurs due to drunken driver and improper
use of seat belt. Before the vehicle starts the driver will be
checked by the alcohol Sensor. Also if the driver is not
wearing the seat belt it will also indicate it and also will
not allow the driver to move the vehicle. 

Design process: In automatic speed control module RF
nodes are used, the RF module consists of RF transmitter
and RF receiver. The RF transmitter is used for the
transmission of data the a rate of 1 to 10 kbps it will
operate at a frequency range of 430 MHZ. RF transmitter
is placed in specific zone and RF receiver is placed in the
vehicle. The RF receiver also works with same frequency.
The transmitted data which is sent by RF transmitter is
received by the receiver and is validated. Accelerometer
sensor (vibration sensor) is connected to the port A, which
will provide analog value to the ADC port of controller.
The GSM is interfaced to PIC microcontroller. 

PIC controller used here is PIC16f877A. It has got
five ports namely PORTA, PORTB, PORTC, PORTD and
PORTE. PORTA and PORTE are meant for analog input
data. PORTS B, C and D are used for input and output
purpose. The purpose of GSM is for sending the message
to police, ambulance and relatives. The GSM will
communicate via the UART communication through
RS232 standard. The GPS suits best for vehicle location
or tracking. To know the location of vehicle GIS software
can be used. Alcohol sensor is connected to port A which
will indicate if the driver is in drunken state and will not
allow the vehicle to move. Seat belt detector is also used
to detect whether the driver is wearing the seat belt or not
and an eye sensor will monitor the drivers cautiousness
constantly.

LCD is connected to port B of the controller to which
all data pins of LCD are connected. The alcohol sensor is
connected to port pin RA0.The eye sensor is connected to
RA1. Vibration sensor is connected to RA2. RA0, in that
1, 3 pins take as the analog inputs from sensors and
convert them to digital values. The alarm circuit is
connected to port D. GSM, GPS and RF modules are
connected to TX and RX of PIC microcontroller. 

The Fig. 3 shows the flow diagram of the overall
system. First step in that process is alcohol detection and
seat  belt  detection.  The  alcohol  sensor   and   seat  belt
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Fig. 3: Flow diagram of overall system

Fig. 4: Vehicle speed control module

detectors are used to find out the status. If these sensors
find any abnormality, it will immediately alert the driver
and will also not allow the vehicle to start. Next step after
successful validation of the status of driver, the vibration
detection and RF reception module will get initiated.

When the vehicle enters the school zone or any
public zones where the vehicle has to maintain a
particular speed, the RF transmitter will send the signal
indicating that there is a school or college in that zone.
The transmitted signal will be received by the RF receiver
and alert the controller immediately, which will in turn
reduce or limit the vehicle speed to 20 Kmph in that
particular zone. After the vehicle leaves the particular
speed limit zone it will automatically regain its speed. If
the moving vehicle meets with an accident the vibration
sensor interfaced with the micro controller  will detect the
vibration and indicate the 

Fig. 5: Sensory unit

Fig. 6: Seat belt detection

controller which will immediately activate the GPS (Wu
and Shenzhangyi, 2011) and collects the location detail
and sends the message to the respective numbers stored in
that controller (the number may be hospital or police
stations number).

EXPERIMENTATIONS AND RESULTS
 
Figure 4 shows the prototypic model of the vehicle
enabled with RF module, Alcohol sensor, GSM, GPS and
Seat belt detector. Figure 5 and 6 shows the alcohol level
indication and the seat belt off indication.

CONCLUSION

This study solves the issues like automatic speed
control mechanism, accident detection and information
sending. From this we conclude that this system will
reduce the accidents and save the human lives. On the
whole this system proves to be very cost effective and
efficient. The experimentations and results prove that the
system is easily implementable in real time. This system
can also be extended by inducing automation concepts
like automatic driverless vehicle system, inter vehicular
communication etc.
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Abstract – This project is designed using ARM-LPC2148 

interfaced with Graphical Display. At present, when 

information has to be updated in a notice board, it has to be 

done manually. Also in present electronic systems, no matter 

how many displays are present, only a single notice can be 

sent to all of the notice boards irrespective of their places. In 

order to overcome this disadvantage, multiple displays along 

with a decoder are used to select a particular display and the 

corresponding information is sent through an ARM 

controller by using GSM technology. The entries can be 

documented and a record may be maintained for future use 

by using visual basic. The controller has internal a real time 

clock used for synchronization of data. A resistive touch 

screen is used to access the previous notices and also 

progress details. The monitoring system consists of an image 

sensor which captures the images for the specified amount of 

time and the images can be transferred through an USB port 

to a PC for storage purposes. 

Keywords – LPC2148, GSM, e-notice board, monitoring 

system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 This is an embedded based project. An embedded 

system is a combination of hardware and software and 

perhaps other mechanical parts designed to perform a 

specific function. A Notice Board is a very essential 

device in any institution / organization or public utility 

place like bus stations, railway stations and parks. The 

main aim of this project is to design an SMS driven 

automatic display which reduces the manual operation 

[1]-[4]. The information can in turn be updated instantly 

at the desired location. Updates can be done in 

individual displays without disturbing other displays. 

The message to be displayed is sent as an SMS to a 

GSM receiver module. This message is then stored in 

PC and is sent to the LCD displays through the 

controller. The messages stored in the computer acts as 

a record for future reference.  

 The monitoring system includes a micro-miniature 

camera which would be capable of acquiring 3 mega 

pixel color images, transfer them on to a personal 

computer through a Universal Serial Bus (USB) link, 

and also store the image in a micro SD card after 

applying an image compression algorithm. The report 

explains how a raw image data is captured by a CCD 

sensor and interfacing of the sensor with an ARM7 

processor. 

II.  COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

A. LPC2148 ARM CONTROLLER 

 We are using LPC2148 which is an Advanced RISC 

Machine. It is a 32 bit controller which follows Von 

Neumann architecture. It has a 3 way pipelining and a 

memory of 4GB along with two UARTs. Many external 

peripherals can also be interfaced with ARM if required, 

such as CAN controller interfacing.  

 We preferred ARM over PIC because of its faster 

response i.e. it operates at a speed of 60 MHz and also 

due to its interrupt priority feature. It consumes less 

power and is used in applications were miniaturization 

is of paramount importance. Since we are using both the 

UARTs it is necessary to prioritize the event occurring 

in the controller. A real-time clock which operates at 32 

KHz is in-built in the controller.  

B. LCD  

 A 16x2 character LCD with black text on green 

background display is used. Being sufficiently wide it 

serves the purpose of a notice board display screen. It 

operates at 5V DC with a duty cycle of 1/16. Multiple 

mailto:nivetharathinaswamy@yahoo.com
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LCD displays are used among which any one display 

can be chosen for displaying the notice. We use a 

maximum of three LCDs in this project.  

C. GRAPHICAL LCD  

 Besides writing text, this serial graphic LCD allows 

the user to draw lines, circles and boxes, set or reset 

individual pixels, erase specific blocks of the display, 

control the backlight and adjust the baud rate. 128x64 

LCD is divided equally into two halves. Each half is 

controlled by a separate controller present within itself. 

D. SIM 300 GSM MODULE  

    A GSM modem [5]-[6] is a specialized type of 

modem which accepts a SIM card, and operates over a 

subscription to a mobile operator, just like a mobile 

phone. From the mobile operator perspective, a GSM 

modem looks just like a mobile phone. These GSM 

modems are most frequently used to provide mobile 

internet connectivity, many of them can also be used for 

sending and receiving SMS and MMS messages. We 

have used SIM300 GSM module. It is an Advanced 

Low cost modem for wireless GSM communications 

which includes sending and receiving text messages. 

E. AUDIO DRIVER 

      The ohm is the unit of measure for impedance, 

which is the property of a speaker that restricts the flow 

of electrical current through it.  Typical speakers have 

impedance ratings of 4 ohms, 8 ohms or 16 ohms [8]. 

The ohms rating of the speaker indicates how much 

energy it takes to drive it - the higher the ohms rating, 

the more difficult it is to drive. In our project we have 

used 8 ohms speaker to alert whenever an event takes 

place. 

F. VB TOOL 

 Visual Basic (VB) [7] is a programming 

environment and language, which based the language on 

an existing version for beginning programmers, BASIC. 

Prior to VB, programmers wrote programs in the C or 

C++ programming language, which had no built-in 

support for accessing Windows functions. VB does have 

such support as part of its object-oriented programming 

approach. In our project we use VB for storing large 

amount of information. The controller gets the required 

information from the computer using VB. The 

information will be in any one of the following form 

such as images, students mark and the messages 

received.  

G. TOUCH PANEL 

 Touch-screens are typically found on larger 

displays, in phones with integrated PDA features. Most 

are designed to work with either your finger or a special 

stylus. Tapping a specific point on the display will 

activate the virtual button or feature displayed at that 

location on the display. We have used a resistive touch 

screen along with the graphical LCD. Thus the touch 

panel is used to scroll back and forth between the 

messages. The previous messages are stored in the 

computer for future reference. 

III. MODULES 

A. Module 1 

  In this module the controller is interfaced with 

displaying unit. The displaying unit consists of LCD and 

a graphical LCD. The message for this unit comes from 

an authorized mobile phone using GSM technology.   

 

Fig. 1 : Block diagram for displaying  

 

Fig. 2 : Flowchart 
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B. Module 2 

 This module consists of a speaker and a real time 

clock. The speaker is used to announce the event of 

arrival of new information. An interrupt is generated 

every time a message is received and a pre-recorded 

message is announced by the speaker. A real time clock 

runs within the system which records the timing detail 

of the messages received. 

 

Fig. 3 : Block diagram for announcing  

IV. OPERATION 

 Initially an authorized mobile user will send a 

message containing information to choose the required 

LCD display. For security purpose we have included a 

password. Access will be granted to the user who is 

aware of the password. Once the message is received it 

is stored in the computer. Here a real time clock displays 

the time in the graphical LCD. The graphical display 

can be used to view the marks of the students or any 

information about the institution or organization. When 

there is a high priority message (mobile user) the current 

information that is displayed will be held up and this 

high priority message will be displayed. The audio 

driver which has the pre-recorded voice will announce 

the arrival of new messages.  

 
Fig. 4 : Block diagram of SMS based wireless notice board 

V. RESULTS 

       The code was written in Keil and then was 

simulated using Proteus simulator. The results were 

satisfactory we went about with the hardware 

implementation part. The hardware part was also 

implemented using a decoder board for the choosing 

among the multiple LCDs and the speaker part was also 

implemented successfully. But in order to use ARM 

controller in full effectiveness, much more development 

can be brought about such as the addition of a 

monitoring system which can make use of the other 

UART. 
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. 

 

Fig. 5 : Simulation result containing multiple LCD display 

 

Fig. 6 : Simulation result containing graphical LCD display 
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Fig. 7: Hardware part with LCD display 

 

Fig. 8 : Hardware part with graphical LCD display 
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Abstract: This project deals with the design & development of a theft control system, which is being used 

to prevent/control the theft of a vehicle. The developed system makes use of an embedded system based on 

Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) technology with CAN bus along with RFID system. The 

RFID reader will be interfaced with the microcontroller through serial interface to detect the hospitals, 

hotels, petrol bunks, temples etc. The developed system makes use of an mobile phone that is embedded in 

the vehicle with an interfacing to Engine Control Module(ECM) through Control Area Network(CAN) Bus, 

which is in turn, communicated to the ECM. The proposed system can be implemented using keil software. 

Keywords: Vehicle theft controlling unit, GSM, GPS, CAN, Mobile phone, Engine control unit.

1. INTRODUCTION 

These day’s car theft cases are higher than ever, give your car an excellent protection with the 

only reliable anti-theft device. Car Electronic control unit ensures the best guarantee to protect 

your car from different kinds of theft cases. It is a car security device that offers excellent 

protection to your car. A car with Electronic control unit security system helps the user to lock 

and unlock doors at the press of a button. Mainly two types of Electronic control unit are used in 

Auto industry -Automatic Electronic control unit and Manual Electronic control unit that ensures 

smoother and secured operation. Again this system could not prove to provide complete security 

and accessibility of the vehicle in case of theft. So a more developed system makes use of an 

embedded system based on GSM technology. The designed & developed system is installed in the 

vehicle.The main concept in this design is introducing the mobile communications into the 

embedded system.Automotive industry uses Controller Area Network (CAN) as the in-vehicle 

network for the Engine Management, the body electronics like door and roof control, air 

conditioning and lighting as well as for the entertainment control. Nowadays all most all car 

manufacturers have also started implementing CAN based vehicle automation. CAN networks 

used in engine management to connect several ECUs.Based on the discussion and data related to 

stolen cars, it is observed that the car theft is a global problem. Nobody likes his or her car to get 

stolen. The car manufacturers installed a minimum standard security system such as an alarm- 

based security system. Due to the inefficient conventional car security alarm system, the 

possibility of the car can be stolen is high However, this device is not effective enough. It does 

not have any pager system attached to it. The car thief takes only a few minutes to deactivate the 

security system. Furthermore, nobody will pay an attention when the car alarm goes off. Based on 

these reasons, it is proposed that a GSM-based vehicle anti-theft system development is designed 

and developed to improve the performance of the current vehicle security system. Somehow if 

there is another way of transmitting the alarm to the car owner that is not limited to the audible 

and line of sight, the system can be upgraded. SMS is a good choice of the communication to 

replace the conventional alarm, because it can be done and does not require much cost. Although 

most of people know GPS can provide more security for the car but the main reason people does 

not apply it because the cost. Advance car security system is too expensive. Cost for the gadget is 

too high. Besides that, people also must pay for the service monthly. The main objective of this 

project is to design, construct and test a GSM-based vehicle anti-theft system that can be used to 

improve the performance of car security system. The proposed system also allows the user to lock 
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and unlock the engine of the vehicle remotely using the mobile phone. The objective of the 

project is to build an additional feature to the present security system that will warn the owner of 

the vehicle by sending SMS when there has been an intrusion into the vehicle. To provide a 

solution to avoid car stolen in the lower cost than advance security car system (GPS).  In this 

project, the RFID reader will be present at the underneath of vehicle to trace out the places, which 

are landmark to the present place like schools, hospitals petrol bunks and temples etc. Every road 

will be attached with a RFID tags. These RFID tags will contain the information like name of the 

places around it. 

The proposed theft control system retrieves a geographical address and provides a facility to 

control the further movement of the vehicle. The system is intended to provide a feature that 

would control the speed of the vehicle by (engine lock/unlock) only upon receipt of a predefined 

code from the owner, who may be at a remote place by using mobile phone technology. The rest 

of the paper is organized as follows: section II gives the complete details about the design and 

working principle of CAN bus. Section III gives the complete details about the implementation of 

existing approach. The complete details about the design and implementation of the proposed 

approach are illustrated in section IV. Section V gives the details about the results and finally 

section VI concludes the paper. 

2. CAN BUS 

CAN bus (for controller area network) is a vehicle bus standard designed to allow 

microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other within a vehicle without a host 

computer.CAN bus is a message-based protocol, designed specifically for automotive applications 

but now also used in other areas such as aerospace, maritime, industrial automation and medical 

equipment. CAN is a multi-master serial bus standard for connecting ECUs. 

2.1. CAN architecture 

Each node requires a 

 Central processing unit or host processor  

o The host processor decides what received messages mean and which messages it wants to 

transmit itself. 

o Sensors, actuators and control devices can be connected to the host processor. 

 CAN controller; hardware with a synchronous clock.  

o Receiving: the CAN controller stores received bits serially from the bus until an entire 

message is available, which can then be fetched by the host processor (usually after the CAN 

controller has triggered an interrupt). 

o Sending: the host processor stores it’s transmit messages to a CAN controller, which 

transmits the bits serially onto the bus. 

 Transceiver  

o Receiving: it adapts signal levels from the bus to levels that the CAN controller expects and 

has protective circuitry that protects the CAN controller. 

o Transmitting: it converts the transmit-bit signal received from the CAN controller into a 

signal that is sent onto the bus. 

 

Fig1. Overview of Controller Area Network 
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Each node is able to send and receive messages, but not simultaneously. A message consists 

primarily of an ID (identifier), which represents the priority of the message, and up to eight data 

bytes. The improved CAN FD extends the length of the data section to up to 64 bytes per frame. It 

is transmitted serially onto the bus. This signal pattern is encoded in non-return-to-zero (NRZ) 

format and may be received by all nodes.The devices that are connected by a CAN network are 

typically sensors, actuators, and other control devices. These devices are not connected directly to 

the bus, but through a host processor and a CAN controller. 

Fig. 1 shows that the CAN network topology, follows the bus network topology, which gives it 

the advantage of easily adding new CAN nodes to an existing network. Furthermore, the 

standardization of the protocol means all ECUs will conform to the CAN standards while 

transmitting data.  

2.2. Working Principle 

Data messages transmitted from any node on a CAN bus do not contain addresses of either the 

transmitting node, or of any intended receiving node. Instead, the content of the message is 

labeled by an identifier that is unique throughout the network. All other nodes on the network 

receive the message and each performs an acceptance test on the identifier to determine if the 

message, and thus its content, is relevant to that particular node. If the message is relevant, it will 

be processed; otherwise it is ignored.  

Each CAN message has an identifier which is 11 bits (CAN specification part A) or 29 bits (part 

B). This identifier is the principle part of the CAN arbitration field, which is located in the 

beginning of each, CAN message. The identifier identifies the type of message, but is also the 

message priority. The bits in a CAN message can be sent as either high or low. The low bits are 

always dominant, which means that if one node tries to send a low and another node tries to send 

a high, the result on the buses will be a low. A transmitting node always listens on the bus while 

transmitting. A node that sends a high in the arbitration field and detects a low knows that it has 

lost arbitration. It stops transmitting, letting the other node, with a higher priority message, 

continue uninterrupted. Two nodes on the network are not allowed to send messages with the 

same id. If two nodes try to send a message with the same id at the same time arbitration will not 

work. Instead, one of the transmitting nodes will detect that his message is distorted outside of the 

arbitration field. The nodes will then use the error handling of CAN, which in this case ultimately 

will lead to one of the transmitting node being switched off (bus-off mode).  

 

Fig2. Information Exchange of a message on the CAN Bus (Broadcast Principle) 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Commercially available anti-theft vehicular systems are veryexpensive. Unitracking Vehicle 

Tracking Unit has the ability tointegrate the GPS tracking system with existing vehicle alarmor 

provide alarm features when someone is tampering withowner vehicle. It allows detecting the 

security threat before thevehicle is driven away and gives the ability to track the vehicleover the 

internet.The ability to track the vehicle over the internet is done byutilizing Global Positioning 

Satellites. Data such as GlobalPosition, Speed Velocity and Time (PVT) are transmitted over the 

Cellular network. The information transmitted from thetracking device is disseminated and stored 

on your privateconfidential account or sent over the wireless network. Thedata is cross referenced 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuators
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on a street level map for viewing. Thepositioning information provided is cross reference to 

theclosest geographic address and displayed in residential /commercial address format. 

The main disadvantage of the existing system is that thesystem provides only a broad layout of 

the geographical address, providing and does not provide street wise address.Speed of the vehicle 

and engine is no way controlled by theexisting systems, thus exposing the vulnerability of a 

systemthat provides only tracking. 

4. PROPOSED DESIGN 

This section gives the complete details about the design and implementation of a Theft Control 

System for an automobile,which is being used to prevent or control the theft of a vehicle.The 

developed system makes use of an embedded system and nGSM /GPS technology. The proposed 

system, installed in thevehicle can be easily controlled by the owner of the vehicle bysending a 

message from his/her mobile to the vehicle engine byinterfacing with CAN bus and GSM 

modem.The proposed system is very reliable, when a cellular network is available and a 

trackingdevice is connected it transmits data to a server; when a network is not available the 

device stores data in internalmemory and will transmit stored data to the server later whenthe 

network becomes available again.Vehicle tracking has been accomplished by installing abox into 

the vehicle, either self-powered with a battery orwired into the vehicle's power system. For 

detailed vehiclelocating and tracking it is still the predominant method butmany companies are 

increasingly interested in the emerging cell phone technologies that provide tracking of 

multipleentities, such as both a salesperson and their vehicle. These systems also offer tracking of 

calls; texts and Web use andgenerally provide a wider range of options. 

4.1. Operating Principle 

The block diagram of the proposed system is as shown inFig. 3.The design & development of the 

proposed systemcarried out in two modules, first the design of module toretrieve the location and 

second module to control the vehicleengine by either to lock or unlock the engine by 

sendingON/OFF message from the user to the Theft Control Unit. Fig.3 accomplishes the various 

control units of the vehicles areconnected to one another through CAN Bus.   

 

Fig3. Block Diagram of the engine ignition control module 

Whenever the vehicle is started, a msg with the GPS coordinate of the location of the vehicle is 

sent as an SMS to the owner’s number. An RFID device can be fixed to the vehicle to give the 

information about the particular places like hotels, hospitals etc., whenever the vehicle crosses 

that instance.  On receiving the message the owner can send a reply to lock or antilock that is stop 

the vehicle or allow the vehicle to run through a keypad. The system at first checks and verifies 
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the owner number and if exact it checks the SMS sent and performs the corresponding action. All 

this process is achieved through vehicular network, CAN. When the engine is started it sends the 

information to the Master node in CAN which in turn fetches the location coordinates attached 

with it and generates the SMS. On receiving locking or anti-locking code it sends the respective 

command to the slave node which takes the intended action.If the vehicle is in danger then the 

speed of the car will be decreased by using dc motor. At a time buzzer also giving alert when the 

vehicle is in danger. 

4.2. Location Retrieval of the Vehicle 

Location of the vehicle is a two way process. Initiallylatitude and longitude of the vehicle is to be 

obtained from the satellites. Obtained latitude and longitude is used for furthercomputation of 

geographical address by invoking geo-coder.The owner can retrieve the location only upon 

sending asolitary message. This solitary message is set by the ownerbefore deploying the system. 

Retrieval of the vehicle’s locationis explained in the activity diagram shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig4. Activity Diagram to Retrieve the Location of the Vehicle 

Only upon receipt of corresponding message code, theapplication would start the service. As an 

acknowledgement, the owner is sent with latitude, longitude and the geographicaladdress. Mobile 

network is a matter of concern as only inpresence of substantial network coverage solitary 

message andits receipt is possible. Design of location retrieval moduletakes into consideration 

both the network factor and user codeauthentication. Only upon receiving an authenticated code 

thathas been defined earlier, the owner is sent the location. Henceuser code authentication is also 

considered. 

4.3. Ignition/fuel flow Control of the Vehicle 

Design of ignition/fuel flow control module involves astimulus to drive the process. This stimulus 

is obtained throughan owner’s message. Upon receiving the location of thevehicle, the owner can 

either stop or start the ignition of theengine. The design parameter that is considered in this 

moduleis receiving a message from the owner to perform furtheraction. Another design parameter 

considered is authenticatingthe genuine nature of the message. Design involves processingthe 

message only if it is from the owner. Even if the lockingcode is known to others, locking cannot 

be performed. Ownerthus has a discrete control over the ignition of the engine. Thecrux of the 

design involves controlling the ignition the enginebeing at a remote place by sending a message. 
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Fig5. Block Diagram of the engine ignition control module 

Upon receiving the message and verifying itsauthentication, the micro controller installed on the 

vehiclewould send a signal to the relay to lock or unlock the engine.A SIM card on GSM module 

installed on the vehicle would receive the message and would forward it to the microcontroller. A 

MAX232 would perform the action of bothdriver and receiver to forward the message to and from 

themicro controller as shown in Fig. 5. An LCD display is used to notify the 

changes.Corresponding messages would be display on the LCD when anew message is received, 

when locking or starting the engineis performed. This kit however is not essential for 

actualdeployment of the system and is used only for demonstrationpurpose. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section gives the details about the experimental results of the proposed approach. The 

implementation of realization of locking and unlocking of theft vehicles using can document is 

done successfully. The communication is properly done without any interference between 

different modules in the design. Design is done to meet all the specifications and requirements. 

Software tools like keil uvision simulator, proload to dump the source code into the 

microcontroller, orcad lite for the schematic diagram have been used to develop the software code 

before realizing the hardware.  

Fig. 6 shows the hardware part of the project. This kit consists of an ARM Controller, Relay 

circuit, GSM Module and LCD Display are interfaced on a single board and embedded on single 

board which is embedded to a vehicle as a control unit. The relay is connected to the Vehicle 

Engine Unit of the Automobile. 

 
Fig6. Hardware part of project 

When “OFF” message sent by the owner of the vehicle to the mobile embedded in the control 

unit, the controller displays the message in the LCD as shown in Fig.7 and invokes the relay that 

is connected to the vehicle engine which will stop fuel flow thus locking the vehicle engine by 

sending message through the CAN Bus in the CAN readable format. 
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Fig7. LCD displaying “ENGINE OFF” message, 

Similarly when “ON” message sent by the owner of the vehicle to the mobile embedded in the 

control unit, thecontroller displays the message in the LCD as shown in Fig.8 and invokes the 

relay that is connected to the vehicle engine which will in turn allows the fuel flow by unlocking 

the vehicle engine by sending message through CAN Bus. 

 

Fig8. LCD displaying “ENGINE ON” message. 

 

Fig9. Location details received 

The Fig. 9 shows the typical message displaying the location in terms of latitude, longitude and 

geo-graphical address of the location. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The developed system in this paper for avoiding vehicle theft makes use of anmobile phone that is 

embedded in the vehicle with an interfacingto Engine Control Module(ECM) through Control 

Area Network(CAN) Bus, which is in turn, communicated to the ECM. Thevehicle being stolen 

can be stopped by using GPS feature ofmobile phone and this information is used by the owner of 

thevehicle for future processing. The owner sends the message to themobile which is embedded in 

the vehicle which has stolen whichin turn controls the vehicles engine by locking the working of 

theengine immediately. The developed system accept the messageand broadcasted to the Vehicle 

Network through CAN Bus. Theengine can be unlocked only by the owner of the vehicle 

bysending the message again. The goal behind the design is todevelop security for vehicles and 

embedded system tocommunicate with engine of the vehicle. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a system which measure 
the current consumption unit through IR sensor unit. The IR 
transmitter is placed in the rotating unit of the EB meter. The 
receiver photo diode is placed in a certain place which is used to 
find no of rotation. By getting the number of rotation we get the 
current consumption. After getting the current consumption 
the ARM processor will reduce the unit given for specific user. 
The unit here is taken as numeric value. If the unit is reduced to 
minimum value it will intimate the user through alarm and 
LCD unit. If the user wants to add more units for him, he has to 
send a message to EB section. From the EB section the required 
value will be sent to the ARM controller through GSM modem. 
From the obtained value the ARM will increment the unit in 
the memory. Thus recharge process is done quickly with less 
manual interactions. Our system may be applied in Industrial 
control, medical system and access control. 
 

Keywords— Communication, GSM modem, LCD, Energy 
meter.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
N A wireless local area network (WLAN) links two or more 

devices using some wireless distribution method and usually 
providing a connection through an access point to the wider 
Internet. This gives users the mobility to move around within a 
local coverage area and still be connected to the network. By 
using Wireless Body Area Network the users links the devices 
through their body and nearby devices. From the recent 
development in low power Wireless Sensor nodes in WBAN, 
the applications are categorized into two as Medical and Non 
medical. In medical applications the vital data’s are transferred  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
through this wireless network which is used in prevent the 
occurrence and treat the diseases.  

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
 Subhashis Maitra (Oct 2008) In this paper, a new concept of 
energy meter will be discussed, where maximum demand of 
energy of a consumer will be indicated in the meter used by the 
consumer. After exceeding the maximum demand, the meter 
and hence the connection will automatically be disconnected by 
an embedded system inserted in the meter itself. According to 
the maximum demand, the consumer will purchase a cash-card  
of amount depending on the consumption of energy and after  
the full consumption, the consumer again has to purchase 
another cash-card or recharge the same and thus the hassle 
related to go to the billing office, to stand in a long queue and to 
submit the bill, can be avoided. Also this system helps to 
eliminate the draw backs of billing management system, such 
as to take the reading from the meter, to create the bill, to print 
the bill, to send the bill to the proper address and to collect the 
amount for the bill [6]. 
 
 T El-Djazairy, B J Beggs and I F Stewart (Jun 1997) 
This paper presents the results of an investigation which show 
that the development of the GSM network as a low cost, global 
carrier of digital telecommunications signals provides exciting 
opportunities for novel applications such as the handling of 
power system metering and load management telemetry. As the 
use of GSM for telephony becomes more widespread, it is 
inevitable that costs will be driven lower, and it is also 
inevitable that this medium for the transfer of telemetry data 
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will become very important to the electricity supply industry in 
the next few years. One major issue which will require to be 
addressed as this development takes place is the security 
protection of data being transferred, particularly in the radio 
link paths of the network.[7] 
 
 Li Kaicheng, Liu Jianfeng, Yue Congyuan, Zhang Ming: (Jun 
2008) A power load management system based on ARM-7 
microcontroller and GPRS is presented in this paper. The 
proposed system consists of electronic KWH meter, intelligent 
management terminal (IMT) and management centre. The 
intelligent terminal is sued to acquire information from KWH 
meter, control the energy-consuming device and communicate 
with management centre via GPRS network. How to 
implement the IMT by using ARM-7 microcontroller and 
GPRS telecommunication module is discussed in detail. Also 
the software design of the terminal with high performance 
embedded real-time operating system muC/OS-II is presented 
in this paper.[8] 
 
 P.K. Lee and L.L. Lai, Fieee (Jun 2007) 
In this paper, the authors discuss the way to adopt the cost 
effective GPRS applications. Although there have been lots of 
theories and concepts on the GPRS applications but the real 
applications applying to a large network, distributed power 
generation or building energy/power distribution monitoring 
are limited. The authors focus the application of the GPRS to 
this on-line system application and the techniques. A practical 
scheme is proposed and its use to real-life system will be 
introduced. A practical implementation for an wireless GPRS 
on-line Power Quality Monitoring System will be illustrated. 
Results and benefit to the end users in some practical 
applications will be discussed.[5] 
 
H.G.Rodney Tan,C.H. Lee,V.H.Mok (Dec 2007) 
The development of a GSM automatic power meter reading 
(GAPMR) system is presented in this paper. The GAPMR 
system is consists of GSM digital power meters installed in 
every consumer unit and an electricity ebilling system at the 
energy provider side. The GSM digital power meter (GPM) is a 
single phase IEC61036 standard compliance digital kWh 
power meter with embedded GSM modem which utilize the 
GSM network to send its power usage reading using short 
messaging system (SMS) back to the energy provider 
wirelessly. At the power provider side an ebilling system is 

used to manage all received SMS meter reading, compute the 
billing cost, update the database, and to publish billing 
notification to its respective consumer through SMS, email, 
Web portal and printed postage mailing. A working prototype 
of the GAPMR system was build to demonstrate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of automatic meter reading, billing 
and notification through the use of GSM network.[2] 
 

III. PROJECT ANALYSIS 
 

Our project consist of the hardware components that contain 
the following units. Is power supply unit, Microcontroller Unit, 
sensor unit, communication unit, display unit, Alerting unit, 
Driver unit, Software unit.They are shown in figure1,2,3 that 
are given in the bottom. 

 
Figure 1.Home section block diagram 

 
Figure 2. EB section block diagram 

 

 
Figure 3.Mobile section block diagram 
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Power Supply Unit 
 The supply of 5V DC is given to the system which is 
converted from 230V AC supply. Firstly, the step down 
transformer will be used here for converting the 230V AC into 
12V AC. The microcontroller will support only the DC supply, 
so the AC supply will be converted into DC using the bridge 
rectifier. The output of the rectifier will have ripples so we are 
using the 2200uf capacitor for filtering those ripples. The 
output from the filter is given to the 7805 voltage regulator 
which will convert the 12V DC into 5V DC. The output from 
the regulator will be filtered using the 1000uf capacitor, so the 
pure 5V DC is getting as the output from the power supply unit. 
Here we are using the PIC microcontroller which will be 
capable of getting the supply of 5V DC so we have to convert 
the 230V AC supply into 5V DC supply. 
Micro controller unit 
 In the micro controller unit we are going to use ARM 
LPC2129 microcontroller which is used to sense the values 
from the sensors and will transfer to the monitoring section 
regarding the situation. In the sensing part Analog to Digital 
conversion is done internally in the controller. The controller 
will get the location detail of the node using GPS receiver. The 
controller also converts the data to serial communication for 
wireless data communication through GSM/GPRS modem. 
Sensor unit 
 The sensor unit consists of IR LED and IR Receiver. The 
LED is placed in the moving unit in the meter. The receiver 
gets the IR signal for the whole rotation of the moving unit 
which has the LED.  
Communication unit 

GSM Modem is a communication technology in 
which it is used to transmit the message from the monitoring 
section to the control section. Whenever there are any 
abnormalities in the sensors or for certain period of time, the 
microcontroller is used to transmit the data to the monitor 
section.  
Display unit 
LCD 
 The display unit is mainly achieved by the 16X2 LCD. A 
liquid crystal display (LCD) is a flat panel display, electronic 
visual display, or video display that uses the light modulating 
properties of liquid crystals (LCs). LCs does not emit light 
directly. The monitored data from the patient is viewed in the 
display. 
 

PC 
 PC is connected with the MAX232 to the microcontroller the 
data received by the GPRS modem is given to the 
microcontroller. Through the microcontroller the data will be 
transmitted to the PC and the data will be monitored in PC in 
hyper terminal. 
Alerting Unit 
Buzzer will produce the beep sound to alert the user when the 
power theft occurs. 
Driver unit 
 Here the relay driver is used to drive the load. Relay is an 
electromechanical switch which acts as an interface between 
the microcontroller and the load. 
Software Unit 
 Software is used to compile the coding of the desired 
application for the corresponding embedded system. 
 
KEIL uvision4 
 This is the embedded C compiler which is compatible for the 
ARM microcontroller to compile the code. Keil Software 
makes C compilers, macro assemblers, real-time kernels, 
debuggers, simulators, integrated environments, and 
evaluation boards for the 8051, 251, ARM, and 
XC16x/C16x/ST10 microcontroller families. 
 
GIVEN INPUT AND EXPECTED OUTPUT 
Given Input: 
 230V, 5A, 50 Hz AC Supply 
Expected Output: 
 12V, 500mA- 1A, DC Voltage 
 
Microcontroller Unit 
Given input: 
 It receives the input from the IR receiver and over load 
sensing unit. 
Expected output: 
 It sends the remaining pre defined units into text message 
format and sends it to the GSM modem. 
Sensor unit 
IR sensor 
Given input: 
 The IR sensor needs of 5V dc power supply 
Expected output: 
 ON\OFF pulse, which changes as per the LED input is the 
output Communication unit 
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GSM Modem 
Given input: 
 The serial text format data from the microcontroller is the 
input 
Expected output:  
 Transmission of wireless packets to the network is the 
output. 
 
Driver unit 
Motor driver 
Given input 

The 5v trigger is given from microcontroller. 
Expected output 

The load gets disconnected from the supply.. 
MAX 232 
Given Input: 

The input to MAX 232 is the information in TTL 
Level. 
Expected Output: 

The output of the MAX 232 is the same information in 
RS232 level. 
Display Unit 
LCD 
Given Input: 

The text from the microcontroller indicating the 
device status is given as input to the LCD.  
Expected Output: 
 The received text is displayed on the LCD. 
E section, 
 

IV. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
The LPC2119/2129/2194/2292/2294 are based on a 16/32 bit 
ARM7TDMI-STM CPU with real-time emulation and 
embedded trace support, together with 128/256 kilobytes (kB) 
of embedded high speed flash memory. A 128-bit wide internal 
memory interface and a unique accelerator architecture enable 
32-bit code execution at maximum clock rate. For critical code 
size applications, the alternative 16-bit Thumb Mode reduces 
code by more than 30% with minimal performance penalty. 
 
With their compact 64 and 144 pin packages, low power 
consumption, various 32-bit timers, combination of 4-channel 
10-bit ADC and 2/4 advanced CAN channels or 8-channel 
10-bit ADC and 2/4 advanced CAN channels (64 and 144 pin 

packages respectively), and up to 9 external interrupt pins these 
microcontrollers are particularly suitable for industrial control, 
medical systems, access control and point-of-sale. 
 
Number of available GPIOs goes up to 46 in 64 pin package. In 
144 pin packages number of available GPIOs tops 76 (with 
external memory in use) through 112 (single-chip application). 
Being equipped wide range of serial communications 
interfaces, they are also very well suited for communication 
gateways, protocol converters and embedded soft modems as 
well as many other general-purpose applications.T 
 
FEATURES 
16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller in a 64 or 144 pin 
package,  16 kB on-chip Static RAM, 128/256 kB on-chip 
Flash Program Memory (at least 10,000 erate/write cycles over 
the whole temperature range). 128-bit wide 
interface/accelerator enables high speed 60 MHz operation, 
External 8, 16 or 32-bit bus (144 pin package only),  In-System 
Programming (ISP) and In-Application Programming (IAP) 
via on-chip boot-loader software. Flash programming 
takes 1 ms per 512 byte line. Single sector or full chip erase 
takes 400 ms, Embedded ICE-RT interface enables breakpoints 
and watch points. Interrupt service routines can continue to 
execute whilst the foreground task is debugged with the 
on-chip RealMonitor software, Embedded Trace Macrocell 
enables non-intrusive high speed real-time tracing of 
instruction execution,  Two/four interconnected CAN 
interfaces with advanced acceptance filters,  Four/eight 
channel (64/144 pin package) 10-bit A/D converter with 
conversion time as low as 2.44 ms, Two 32-bit timers (with 4 
capture and 4 compare channels), PWM unit (6 outputs), Real 
Time Clock and Watchdog,  Multiple serial interfaces 
including two UARTs (16C550), Fast I2C (400 kbits/s) and two 
SPIs™, 60 MHz maximum CPU clock available from 
programmable on-chip Phase-Locked Loop,  Vectored 
Interrupt Controller with configurable priorities and vector 
addresses,  Up to forty-six (64 pin) and hundred-twelve (144 
pin package) 5 V tolerant general purpose I/O pins. Up to 12 
independent external interrupt pins available (EIN and CAP 
functions),  On-chip crystal oscillator with an operating range 
of 1 MHz to 30 MHz 
 
 Two low power modes, Idle and Power-down. 
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 Processor wake-up from Power-down mode via external 
interrupt,  Individual enable/disable of peripheral functions for 
power optimization.The ARM LPC2129 is given in the figure4 
in the bottom. 
DUAL POWER SUPPLY 
- CPU operating voltage range of 1.65V to 1.95V (1.8V +/- 
8.3%). 
- I/O power supply range of 3.0V to 3.6V (3.3V +/- 10%) 

 
Figure 4.Advanced Risk Machine(ARM LPC2129) 

 
3.2 APPLICATIONS 
 
 Industrial control,  Medical systems,  Access control, 
Point-of-sale,  Communication gateway, Embedded soft 
modem, General purpose applications. 
ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 
 
The LPC2119/2129/2194/2292/2294 consists of an 
ARM7TDMI-S CPU with emulation support, the ARM7 Local 
Bus for interface to on-chip memory controllers, the AMBA 
Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB) for interface to the 
interrupt controller, and the VLSI Peripheral Bus (VPB, a 
compatible superset of ARM’s AMBA Advanced Peripheral 
Bus) for connection to on-chip peripheral functions. The 
LPC2119/2129/2194/2292/2294 configures the 
ARM7TDMI-S processor in little-endian byte order. 
 
AHB peripherals are allocated a 2 megabyte range of addresses 
at the very top of the 4 gigabyte ARM memory space. Each 

AHB peripheral is allocated a 16 kilobyte address space within 
the AHB address space.LPC2119/2129/2194/2292/2294 
peripheral functions (other than the interrupt controller) are 
connected to the VPB bus. The AHB to VPB bridge interfaces 
the VPB bus to the AHB bus. VPB peripherals are also 
allocated a 2 megabyte range of addresses, beginning at the 3.5 
gigabyte address point. Each VPB peripheral is allocated a 16 
kilobyte address space within the VPB address space 
 
The connection of on-chip peripherals to device pins is 
controlled by a Pin Connection Block. This must be configured 
by software to fit specific application requirements for the use 
of peripheral functions and pins.LCD Moniror is given in 
Figure5 in the bottom. 

 
 

Figure 5.LCD Monitor 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In our Approach we design a system with IR sensor 
and GSM technology. Instead of this we can use SPI metering 
IC which will provide more parameters. By using three phase 
IC MCP3909 we can extend to the three phase supply. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper,Various electronic meters have been developed 
and are still being developed. However the use of GSM in this 
particular system provides numerous advantages over methods 
that have been previously used. Data transmission is charged at  
standard SMS rates, thus the charges are not based on the 
duration of data transmission. The cost efficient transmission 
of readings ensures that power consumption values can be 
transmitted more frequently to a remote station. The 
implications of being able to transmit readings more often are 
that energy utilities will be able to generate timely bills, better 
understand energy demand patterns, manage meter failures 
more efficiently and manage fraud better. 
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Abstract: The conventional method of measuring the water is to collect the samples manually and send it laboratory for 

analysis. However this method is time consuming and not efficient. Since it is not possible to take the water samples after 

every hour and measure its qualities. The water quality measurement system will measure the essential qualities of water in 

real time. The system consists of multiple sensors to measure the quality of water, microcontroller and GSM to send the data 

to the monitoring centre. It is a real time system which will continuously measure the quality of water and will send the 

measured values to the monitoring centre after every predefined time. The system is based on microcontroller 8051 and 

GSM. 

Keywords: Multiple sensors; Microcontroller; GSM module; Water Quality Measurement; SMS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Water quality is a complex term to evaluate. The quality of water depends on so many things. The parameters are each 

interlinked and are connected. To make it simple we have used several mainstream parameters in conjunction with each other to 

determine the water’s quality. These include: pH, turbidity, conductivity, total dissolved solid and temperature. Since the 

conventional method of water quality measurement is not efficient hence there was a need to develop a system which will 

measure the quality of water in real time and the system needs to be efficient, accurate and low cost. The water quality 

measurement system makes use of multiple sensors, data acquisition module and information transmission module. Data 

acquisition module includes microcontroller 8051. Information transmission module includes GSM module. There are various 

sensors which include pH, turbidity, conductivity and temperature sensor. This system also uses ADC. The measured values are 

transmitted to the monitoring centre via GSM; it is also shown on LCD by the microcontroller. The system has the advantage of 

efficiency, accuracy and low cost. 

II. SYSTEM HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

A. Overall design of the system 

As shown in the diagram the system consists of various water quality measuring sensors such as pH, turbidity, conductivity 

and temperature, ADC, microcontroller 8051, GSM module and LCD. The water quality measurement system uses pH, 

turbidity, conductivity and temperature sensor to measure the quality of water. This sensor then measures the corresponding 

values of the water. Since the outputs of the sensors are analog in nature and microcontroller can handle only digital signals 

hence there is a need of a device which converts analog signals into digital signals. The system makes use of ADC for this 

purpose. Since the output of the sensors which are analog in nature are given to ADC, which converts the analog signals into the      

corresponding digital signals. These digital signals are then given to the microcontroller 8051. Since the output of temperature 

sensor is digital, hence there is no need to give its output to 8051 via ADC, its output is directly given to the 8051 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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microcontroller. System uses GSM module for communication. GSM module makes use of serial port of the microcontroller 

8051 for communication. Microcontroller sends the measured value to the monitoring centre in the form of SMS via the GSM 

module. Since it is a real time system hence microcontroller will send the measured values to the monitoring centre after the 

specific time specified in the program. With sending the data to the monitoring centre the microcontroller also displays the 

values of the measured quantities on the LCD. It is a real time system hence it does not require any man machine interaction for 

measuring the quality of water. 

 

B. Water Quality Detection Sensors 

The system uses sensors to measure five qualities of water namely pH, Turbidity, Conductivity, total dissolved solid and 

temperature. 

 pH is a measure of the acidity or basicity of an aqueous solution. It is measured by the method of electric potential. 

The value of pH lies between 0 and 14.  

 Turbidity is the measure of water clarity. In other words it shows to what extent the water is clear. There are suspended 

particles that are present in the water. These particles decrease the   passage of light through the water. Turbidity 

sensor measures the turbidity by measuring the amount of light scattered at 90 degree.  

 Conductivity defines the ability of the water to conduct electricity. As we know pure water has poor conductivity 

hence for water to be pure its ability to conduct electric current must be poor.  

 Total dissolved solid (TDS) determines the amount of minerals and salts present in the water. Total dissolved solid in 

water can be determined by multiplying the conductivity by a factor and usually this factor is taken as 0.67. 

TDS = 0.67 X Conductivity 

We will not use separate sensor for measuring total dissolved solid in water, we will measure conductivity and multiply it 

by 0.67. This all will be done by programming. 

 Temperature has an important influence on water. The system uses LM35 to measure the temperature of water. LM35 

is a high precision temperature sensor. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Block diagram of the proposed system 
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C. Microcontroller 8051 

Microcontroller incorporates all the features that are found in microprocessor. Microcontrollers are usually dedicated 

devices embedded within an application. The 8051 is the first microcontroller of the MCS-51 family introduced by Intel 

Corporation at the end of 1970s. 

Some features of micro-controller are: 

  8051 have 128 bytes of RAM .8051 have 128 user defined flags. 

 It consists of 16 bit address bus. 

  It also consists of 3 internal and two external interrupts. 

 Less power usage in 8051 with respect to other micro-controller. 

  It consists of 16-bit program counter and data pointer. 

  It also consists of 32 general purpose registers each of 8 bits. 

 ROM on 8051 is 4 Kbytes in size. 

 8051 has two 16 bit inbuilt timers/counters. 

 It consists of 4 register banks. 

D. Information Transmission Module  

GSM stands for Global System for Mobile Communications; it is used as an information transmission module.  We will use 

GSM SIM 300 Module for the proposed system and its figure is shown below. 

 
Figure 3. GSM SIM 300 Module 

 

This module can accept any GSM network operator SIM card. Advantage of using this module is that we can use RS232 

port to communicate. This GSM modem is highly flexible plug and play quad band GSM modem for direct and easy integration 

to RS232 applications. GSM module uses standard AT commands. Some of the AT commands are given below:- 

Command Description 

ATA Answer  an incoming call 

ATD Mobile originated call to dial a number 

AT+CMGD Delete SMS Message 

AT+CSMS Select   message service 

AT+CSCA SMS service center address 
Table I. Some Standard AT Commands 

III. SYSTEM SOFTWARE 

Microcontroller accepts the values measured by various sensors via ADC and send these values to the monitoring centre in 

the form of SMS via GSM module. All this are done with the help of coding. The coding is done in Embedded C and for 

simulation we use RIDE software. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Real time system for water quality measurement using GSM is an efficient system that uses various water detection sensor 

and GSM network. The system is very flexible and economical. It is real time system which measures various parameters 

present in the water with the help of sensor and send them to the monitoring centre automatically. It does not require people on 

duty. It is flexible system because just by replacing the sensors and by making some changes in the software the system can be 

made to measure different parameters of water. The system is reliable and simple and it can be extended to measure air 

pollution and so on. It has widespread application. 
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Abstract: - Homecare is the provision of health care services to patients in their own home. One of the main 

purposes of homecare telemedicine is to develop a wireless, low-cost and use-friendly system which allows 

patients to measure their own vital signs, such as heart rate and temperature, and provide the health care 

professionals with the facility to remotely monitor the patient's vital signs quickly and easily. The gadget would 

then activate a GSM modem (SIM based) and also a GPS (global positioning system). The gadget would then 

take out the location reading from the GPS. Other vital information such as Heart Rate and temperature is 

taken and sent to predefined numbers. The receiver will get an SMS which will contain information of the senior 

person with his/her position co-ordinates and his/her current status (Heart Rate). An onscreen display will start 

scrolling the person’s name, address and contact details so that people who try to help such a person get the 

complete information from the device. 

Keywords - PIC Microcontroller, LM35, GPS, GSM, Heart Rate sensor. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Today, the medical field is faced with growing public concerns and government demands for reform. 

The outrage is directed at the high costs of quality health care and the inability of healthcare specialists to 

provide adequate medical services to rural populations. The availability of prompt and expert medical care can 

meaningfully improve health-care services at understaffed rural and remote areas [l-3]. In distant regions of the 

country the degree of development of healthcare providing services has not reached the appropriate level to 

adequately address the health care needs of the populations in these areas. A mobile monitoring system utilizing 

Short Message Service with low-cost hardware equipment has been developed and implemented to enable 

transmission of the temperature and Heart Rate signal of a patient [10]. At the consultation unit, dedicated 

application software is required to manage the follow of SMS messages from the Mobile and display the 

temperature and Heart Rate of the patient. The special of this device is it is not only measure Heart Rate and 

temperature measurement, but also will display the measured Heart Rate in beat per minute. The device consists 

of electronic circuit system, embedded system which is microcontroller program. The Heart Rate monitoring 

systems consists infrared LED, photo transistor as a sensing device for the Heart Rate system. Conventional 
telemedicine systems using Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) land lines are already available to 

enable a doctor to monitor a patient remotely for home care or emergency applications [5], [6]. Also, the mobile 

phone has been recognized as a possible tool for telemedicine since it became commercially available. This  

system which allows patients to measure their own vital signs, such as Heart Rate, temperature and provide the 

health  care professionals with the facility to remotely monitor the patient's vital signs quickly and easily, vital 

signs can be transmitted from an ambulance to a hospital in a store-and forward mode [7], [8], or in real-time 

mode [9]. 

A PIC16C774A microcontroller was then interfaced to the wearable Heart Rate signal to collect the 

data from these devices, process them, store them and feed them to a transmitter. A high performance RF 

Module Tri-Band GSM/GPRS 900/ 1800/ 1900 MHz transmitter and receiver were then used to Wirelessly 

transmit and receive the vital sign data from the micro-controller to the consultation unit, dedicated application 
is required to manage the follow of SMS messages from the Mobile and display the temperature, location and 

Heart Rate of the patient”. 
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2. SYSTEM CONCEPT 
The proposed mobile telemedicine (monitoring) system is shown in Fig 1 

 

Fig 1.Mobile Monitoring and Measurement System

The patient (client) and the health care professional (server) can be located anywhere in the globe 

where there is GSM (cellular) network coverage. The patient‟s Heart Rate and temperature, and other vital signs 

if desired, can be acquired by the patient himself under follow up scenario for example, or the patient can be 

assisted by a family member or a health care professional in more serious cases depending on the particular 

patient‟s case [4].The signal acquisition process is performed by attaching the Heart Rate electrodes and the 

temperature sensor to the patient‟s body at designated places as is normally done in a typical similar set-up. The 

client unit communicates with the mobile phone via an GSM modem connection, which can be established 

through a UART. The mobile phone in- turn submits a series of SMS messages that contains the acquired data 

to the cellular network by communicating with the serving cellular base station. When the SMS messages reach 
their destination mobile phone (or PDA), they are either downloaded via and RS232 connection by a special 

software running on a laptop, or they can be imported by a mobile application running on the phone (or PDA) 

[4]. 

PIC16F877A

RF Transmitter

Receiver
(Mobile 
Phone)

Temperature

Heart Rate

LCD Display

GPS 

Modem

Fig 2.Block Diagram of Heart Rate and Temperature Measurement System 

(Client Unit and Server Unit) 

3. THE USER UNIT 
The client unit is comprised of vital-signs signals acquisition module and mobile phone. The core of 

the signal acquisition module is a microcontroller (PIC16F877) as shown in Fig 2. 

 The microcontroller acquires the amplified and conditioned signals, and then performs the interface with the 

mobile phone using the supported standard AT commands. 
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3.1. Heart Rate Sensor 

Heart beat sensor is designed to give digital output of heat beat when a finger is placed on it. When the 

heart beat detector is working, the beat LED flashes in unison with each heart beat. This digital output can be 
connected to microcontroller directly to measure the Beats per Minute (BPM) rate. It works on the principle of 

light modulation by blood flow through Fig 3. At each pulse [13]. 

 

Fig 3.Working Operations 

3.2. GPS Receiver Sensor 
This is a high gain GPS Receiver (5V Serial) with 4pin. Receiver is made with third generation POT 

(Patch Antenna on Top) GPS module. The built in 3V3 to 5V level convertor enable us to interface with normal 

5V Microcontrollers. The 4 Pins are 5V, TX, RX, and GND. Yes, there is no setting required, just plug in to the 

power (5v), your data (NMEA 0183) is ready at TX pin! This is a standalone 5V GPS Module and requires no 

external components .It is built with internal RTC Back up battery. It can be directly connected to 

Microcontroller's UART. With the use high gain GPS engine providing a solution that high position and speed 

accuracy performances as well as high sensitivity and tracking capabilities in urban conditions & provides 

standard NMEA0183 strings in “raw” mode for any microcontroller. The module provides current time, date, 

latitude, longitude, speed, altitude and travel [12]. 

3.3. GSM Modem 

GSM/GPRS Modem-TTL (5V is built with Tri-band GSM/GPRS engine, works on frequencies EGSM 
900 MHz, DCS 1800 MHz and PCS 1900 MHz It is very compact in size and easy to use as plug in module. The 

Modem is coming with 5V TTL interface, which allows you to connect directly to 5V microcontroller. The baud 

rate is configurable from 9600-115200 through AT command. The GSM/GPRS TTL Modem is having internal 

TCP/IP stack to enable you to connect with internet via GPRS. It is suitable for SMS as well as DATA transfer 

application in M2M interface. 

You need only two wires (Tx, Rx) except Power supply to interface with microcontroller. Using this 

modem, you can send SMS, data and read SMS through simple AT command .Inbuilt Powerful TCP/IP protocol 

stack for internet data transfer over GPRS. Input Voltage: 9-12VDC [12]. 

3.4. Body Temperature Sensor 

We used a special rapid, low-cost, integrated-circuit temperature sensors. The LM35 sensor thus has an 

advantage over linear temperature sensors calibrated in ° Kelvin, as the user is not required to subtract a large 

constant voltage from its output to obtain convenient Centigrade scaling. The LM35 sensor does not require any 

external calibration or trimming to provide typical accuracies of ±¼°C at room temperature and ±¾°C over a 

full -55 to +150°C temperature range.  It can be Operates from 4 to 30 volts. As it draws only 60 µA from its 

supply, it has very low self-heating, less than 0.1°C in still air. The LM35 is rated to operate over a -55° to 
+150°C temperature range. We interface the temperature sensor to the PIC16F877A microcontroller using the 

ADC port on the microcontroller [4]. 

 

3.5. PIC16F877A Microcontroller 

The PIC 16F877 is an 8-bit microcontroller, which has an on-chip eight channel 10-bit Analog-to-

Digital Converter (ADC).First we detect fall down using accelerometer and fed to the I2C ports. The amplified 

and conditioned Heart Rate signal is fed to input port RB0 (INT) of the microcontroller. Also, upon command, 

the microcontroller reads the temperature sample stored in the RAM of the LM35 through the ADC port RA0. It 

is then converted and stored in the PIC16F877 memory as two 8-bit unsigned integers (0-255).Fig 4.shows a 

flowchart of the microcontroller program. 
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After completion of signals acquisition, the microcontroller constructs the SMS messages and packs the data 

samples in these messages to the desired length, then communicates with the mobile phone using at-commands 

on its GSM modem port to send the  message(s). 
A complete system can therefore be built using one MCU chip and a few I/O devices such as a keypad, 

display and other interfacing circuits. Most of the pins are for input and output, and arranged as 5 ports: PORTA 

(5pins), PORTB (8pins), PORTC (8pins), PORTD (8pins) and PORTE (3 pins), total of 32 I/O pins [5], [14]. 

3.6. LCD Display 
The Model JHD 162A Series LCD is the typical standard HD44780 type of LCD with 16characters x 2 

row LCD module. Since this project the Heart Rate, temperature, adders and contact no to display; therefore, a 

LCD module is necessary.  

 

3.7. AT commands 

The AT commands are standard control tools based on GSM to establish communication with the 

mobile GSM phone or modem [112. The commands set consist of strings, which will enable the exchange of 

serial data, according to certain syntax rules, between the mobile and the microcontroller at the client unit, and 

the laptop or PC at the server. As an example: AT\r\n check whether communication is established.”ATE0\r\n” 

is echo off. AT+CMGF=1\r\n switch to text mode. AT+CMGS=”Mobile Number”\r\n > is for send the SMS to 

the mobile number.”AT+CMGS=140”, is a command for sending a SMS message, where “AT” is a prefix used 
for all commands, “CMGS” is a description to the kind of task to be performed, and “140” is the message 

length. Similarly, when a message is received by the laptop according to the AT command 

“AT+CMGR=”mobile number”\r\n, for read the SMS with message index number stored in the SIM card. The 

program will be able to divide the message contents in order to extract the binary 8-bit samples to display the 

latitude longitude, temperature and Heart Rate data in the User Data (UD) part of the SMS(s) [12]. 

 

Fig 4.Microcontroller Software Flowchart 
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4. THE CONSULTATION/SERVER UNIT 
The platform or Operating System (OS) used to run the application software at receiving device will 

influence the choice of the preferred programming language used in implementing the software. The smart-

phone we have used was the Motorola mobile phone. Capturing the data through SMS message(s) decoding 

them, and extracting the user data part . 

  The software decodes each SMS and extracts the time and date, originating mobile number, and the 

transmitted patient‟s temperature and Heart Rate samples in the payload. Figure 5 shows a screen interface of 

the application software running and displaying a list of received and decoded SMS messages [4].  

 

 
 

Fig 5.Motorola smart-phone displaying a Heart Rate, body temperature and latitude, longitude 

The software converts the data in the message from binary to ASCII and displays the contents of the 

message as shown Figure 5. The first three digits represent body temperature (were obtained from two bytes) 

with an implicit decimal point after the first two digits from the left. Each Heart Rate sample can take a value 

between 0 and 255 as a maximum since we originally used eight bit accuracy in our ADC Also, the application 

software has a menu button, which allows for plotting the Heart Rate sample points and displaying the Body 

temperature reading contained in the selected SMS message from the list. Figure 5 shows the Motorola smart 

phone displaying a Heart Rate with a body temperature reading at the top. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig 6.Fall down then Display Heart Rate, Temperature and latitude, longitude 
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Fig 7.Fall down then Display Heart Rate, Temperature and latitude, longitude 

 

 

Fig 8.Backside of Implemented hardware system 

6. CONCLUSION 
A low cost mobile patient monitoring system that utilizes Short Messaging Service (SMS) was 

designed, developed, and tested. An Infrared temperature sensor was integrated with a three lead Heart Rate 

monitor (client unit) on a cellular (mobile) phone platform, which can be considered as a real time transmission 

mode. Application software is required at the receiving mobile device (consultation unit) to decode the signal 
SMS messages and plot the Heart Rate and display the body temperature. The new system has a significantly 

reduced size and weight, which improves its versatility and mobility. Besides, SMS can be the most suitable, if 

not the only, method of data transmission in emergency situations in remote area where broadband data 

communications (like GPRS, EDGE … etc.) are not available. Fig2 shows the steps performed by the 

microcontroller to retrieve the digital representation of Heart Rate and Temperature transmit them to the 

receiver using the wireless transmission system outlined above. In future work more powerful transmitters with 

higher range will be used and the flexibility to use the internet to send the data to the receiving site will be fully 

explored. 
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Abstract: Consider the characteristics of bank and other financial institutions. This paper aims for reforming the conventional 

alarm system by the concealed GSM monitor and wireless alarm systems and meanwhile, SMS and voice alarm can be sends to 

the outer by multi-regional remote control for FM networks. It can be receiving the alarm, then the monitoring center can 

achieve real-time on site monitoring it provides the more efficient information for the incident handling. 

Keywords: GSM, Wireless Alarm System, FM Networks, SMS.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

      The financial transactions of branches banks are often 

more concentrated, it also threat of robbery, therefore how to 

improve the real-time alarm and the security is the pressing 

problem. While the GSM (Global System for Mobile 

Communications) technology's development, has provided the 

very good solution to this problem. So the concealed GSM 

monitor and alarm system for bank counter arises at the 

historic moment. This alarm system triggers alarm through the 

foot-button in a more concealed way. At the same time by 

multi-zone multi-directional remote control wireless FM 

network, messaging and voice alarms can be achieved. On 

receiving the alarm, monitoring center can monitor on-site 

voice in real-time, thus provide more efficient information for 

the incident handling. 

     The alarm system described in this paper is mainly used in 

banks, residential quarters, warehouses, hospitals and so on. 

These areas require remote alarm or emergency situation 

alarm very much. Especially banks are prone criminal area of 

cases, sometimes bank staff cannot alarm timely or cannot 

alarm, so that the property of our country may fall into the 

pocket of criminals, and the life and health of bank staff’s may 

be hurt by the criminals. But this system solves these 

problems very well, in the event of criminal cases, once step 

the foot-button to trigger alarm in the main control area, or use 

the remote control wireless FM network to transmit a trigger 

signal to the microcontroller in other monitoring area can both 

achieve alarm and monitor of the criminal. This 

intellectualized GSM-based alarm system has the 

characteristics of diverse alarm way; easy concealment; and 

may realize alarm over mass, thus achieves the safeguard of 

the financial network security. 

II. SYSTEMDESIGN 

          According to the overall layout of the distribution of 

bank counters, the schematic diagram of the overall monitoring 

is in Figure (1). 

 

Figure1. The schematic diagram of the overall monitoring 

         We may design one or more foot-buttons in the master 

monitoring area, in the event of criminal cases, anyone of the 

staff can send out alarm message by these foot-buttons, then the 

alarm system will send mass short messages to the leaders of 

relevant department and other staff, report the on-site situation. 

So the relevant departments can also monitor the internal 

situation by mobile phone, which can allow security personnel 

to take effective measures to ensure staff and national property. 

For other assistance monitoring area, the system uses wireless 

transmission means, as long as there is a button is pressed, the 

alarm system will immediately send mass short messages to the 

preset phone numbers. 
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A. Hardware Circuit Design 

        The hardware circuit is mainly composed of six parts: 

MCU (Micro Controller Unit) unit, alarm indicating circuit 

signal input interface circuit, GSM communication module 

interface circuit, wireless transmitter and receiver circuit and 

power supply. The schematic diagram of hardware circuit is 

shown in Figure (2). 

 

       The alarm system's major function includes: (1) carry on 

the judgment to the alarm signal and then determine the kinds 

of the criminal cases; (2) establish communications with the 

GSM module, complete the initialization of the GSM module 

and the personalization of the alarm system; (3) complete the 

data protocol conversion between the MCU and the GSM 

module, transform the alarm information into the data format in 

accordance with the SMS protocol and passed it to the GSM 

module for transmitting, simultaneously dial a fixed-line 

Figure2. The schematic diagram of hardware circuit 

B. Design of Alarm Indicating Circuit 

      This alarm system uses four LED to indicate the working 

status of entire system: one for indicating online status of the 

GSM module; one for indicating signal strength; one for 

indicating the criminal cases; and one for indicating the power 

supply. 

C. Design of Alarm Signal Input Interface Circuit 

       In this alarm system we designed four foot-buttons in the 

master monitoring area. This alarm button triggers alarm 

through the foot-button in a more concealed way, therefore it 

may greatly improve the success rate of the alarm. In other 

assistance monitoring area, the system uses wireless 

transmission means for alarm. 

D. Design of GSM Module Interface Circuit 

      The entire alarm system is mainly designed in accordance 

with the 3.3V interface circuit level, while the RS232 circuit 

telephone and transmit the on-site scene sound to the monitor 

for easy real-time monitoring and processing. Requires 5V 

input and output level, and GSM terminal needs to provide 

users with TTL level serial output. Therefore we may need 

level conversion circuit for 5V~3.3V or 3.3V~5V, here we used 

MAX232 to achieve the inter conversion. 

        Currently, engineers of our country have begun to use the 

GSM module such as Falcom’s A2D Series, Wave come’s 

WMO2 series, Siemens’s TC35 series, Ericsson’s 
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DM10/DM20 series, ZTE’s ZXGM18 series and so on, 

moreover the function and usage of these modules is not very 

different. Among these modules the performance-to-price 

ratio of Simens's TC35 series module is very high, and they 

already have the domestic wireless apparatus network card, 

therefore, we selected in this design is TC35i of the Siemens’s 

TC35 series. 

         The TC35i module is the latest Siemens wireless 

module, small, compact design, function compatible with the 

TC35, and easy to upgrade to the GPRS module. The module 

combines RF (Radio Frequency) circuit and baseband in one, 

and can provide users with a standard AT command interface 

for data, voice, short messages and fax. Furthermore it can 

provide convenient, fast, reliable and secure data transmission 

for the user's application development and design. 

E. Wireless Transmitter and Receiver Circuit Design 

        This system uses PT2262/2272 for wireless transmitter. It 

has the characteristics of far transmission range, more stable 

and reliable. PT2262 may have up to six (D0-D5) data pins, 

and it can output the address codes and data codes from the 17 

pin serial port, therefore it can be used for wireless remote 

control transmitter. In this system, the transmission circuit 

uses the general 315M Hz frequency remote control. The 

receiver circuit must transmit the information to the MCU for 

processing and starting alarm soon after receiving the alarm 

signal. 

        In view of the 315M Hz band's interference problem, this 

system added an interference detection circuit specially. If it 

detects the same frequency signal more than 10 seconds, the 

alarm system will immediately send the short message: There 

is interference in the monitoring area, please rapidly process. 

And this way solves the problem that the alarm system being 

interfered cannot report to the police normally very well. 

III. SYSTEMSOFTWAREDESIGN 

        The core of the system software is the communication 

between MCU and GSM module, and the technical difficulty 

is how to set and use the AT commands. The AT commands 

are modem control commands, the establishment of wireless 

channel, data transmission and other operations are all done 

through it. The flow chart of main program is shown in Figure 

(3). We should setup the user's parameters first, mainly 

includes setting the user's alarm phone, personalization alarm 

message and so on. We can either set it by computer through 

the serial port or via mobile phone through the short message. 

     One important task of system software is to complete 

protocol conversion. GSM module and mobile phone supports 

the GSM protocol, in order to control the GSM module for 

short messages sending and receiving, we should transform 

the control commands, alarm status and other data from the 

MCU into relevant format, such as PDU or Unicode format 

which is supported by short messages of mobile phone. 

 

Figure3. The flow chart of main program 

         The core of terminal system design is the wireless 

communication between MCU and the GSM module, and the 

serial port communication together with the setting and using 

of the AT commands is the programming difficulty. The 

system software design uses the modular design concept, which 

is mainly divided into initialization module of MCU; 

initialization module of communication; data acquisition 

module; data transmission modules and other components. 

IV.GSM 

        GSM is a standard sets it is developed by the European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute to describe the 

protocols for second generation of digital cellular 

networks used by the mobile phones. It becomes the facto 

global standard for the mobile communications with  80% 

market share. The GSM standard for developed as a 

replacement of first generation and analog cellular networks, 

and its originally described a digital circuits switched network 

optimized by full duplex voice telephony. This is expanded 

over time to include data communications, which first by 

circuit packet data transport via GPRS . 

 

           Further improvements we were made when 

the 3GPP developed 3
rd

 generation of UMTS standards 

followed by the fourth generation of LTE Advanced standards. 

 

"GSM" is a trademark of  this  Association. 
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Network structure 

 The Base Station of Subsystem. 

 The Network and Switching  of  Subsystem .  

 This is sometimes just called the core networks. 

 The GPRS Core Network . 

 The Operations support system for the maintenance 

of network. 

 

A.Base Station subsystem 

 

          GSM is a calculator network, which means that cell 

phones were connect to searching for cells in the immediate 

vicinity. There are five different cell sizes in this network. 

Then the coverage area of each cell varies according to the 

implementation environments. Macro cells can be regarded to 

the network cells. where the base station can antenna is 

installed on a  building above average roof top level. Micro 

cells are whose antenna height is under roof top level; it is 

typically used in urban areas. Pico cells are small cells 

coverage diameter is a few dozen meters’; they were mainly 

used indoors. Fenton cells are designed for use in residential 

business environments and its connect to the service 

provider’s network via a broadband connection. Umbrella 

cells are used to cover shadowed regions and fill in gaps 

between those cells. 

        Cell horizontal radius can be varies depending on 

antenna height, this antenna gain and propagation conditions 

from a couple of hundred m to several km. The longest 

distance of GSM specification is supports in practical use it is 

35 kilo m .There are several implementations an extended 

cell, where the cell radius could be double depending on the 

antenna systems, then the type of train and the timing 

advance. Indoor coverage is supported by the GSM and may 

be achieved by using the indoor Pico cell base station, through 

power splitters, to deliver the radio signals from the antenna 

outdoors to the separate indoor distributed system. These are 

typically deployed by a lot of call capacity is needed indoors 

in shopping centers, this is not a pre requisite, since indoor 

coverage is  provided by  the building penetration of the radio 

signals . 

GSM carrier frequencies: GSM frequency bands networks 

operate in the number of different carrier frequency’s with 

most 2G  networks operating in the 900 MHz. Where these 

bands already allocated, the 850 MHz bands ,it is used instead 

.In rare cases 450 MHz frequency bands are assigned in the  

some countries because they were previously used first 

generation systems. 

B. Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) 

       Subscriber Identity Module is One of the key features 

GSM is the Subscribers Identity Module, it known as a SIM 

card. Then the SIM is a detachable smart card containing that 

user information and phone book. This is also allows the user 

to retain information after switching the handsets. the user can 

change the operators while retaining the handset simply by 

changing the SIM card. Some operators will block this phone to 

use only a single SIM, this practice is known as  locking. 

Phone locking: In Sometimes mobile networks can 

operate restrict handsets that they will use for own network. 

This is called locking and is implemented by the software 

feature of the phone. A subscriber usually contact with the 

provider to remove the lock for a fee, utilizes the private 

services to remove the lock, and websites to unlock the handset 

were themselves. Unlocking a phone without any operator's 

consent it should be an international right after the termination 

of any postpaid contract.  

          In some countries all phones can be sold unlocked. it is 

operators to offer any form of subsidy by a phone's price.  

C.GSM service security 

      GSM was designed with the moderate level of service 

security. Then system was designed to authenticate which 

subscriber using key the and challenge response. 

Communication between the subscriber and base station can be 

encrypted. Then the  development of UMTS introduces  

optional Universal Subscriber Module that uses a longer 

authentication key to give security, as well as mutually 

authenticating network and the user GSM only authenticates 

the user to the network .The security model offers 

confidentiality, but limited authorization capabilities. 

        New attacks have been observed to take an advantage of 

poor security implementations, these architecture and 

development of smart phone applications. The wiretapping and 

eavesdropping the audio input and output providing an 

opportunity 3rd party to listen in to the conversation. GSM 

uses General Packet of Radio Service for data transmissions 

like as browsing the web. Then the most commonly deployed 

GPRS were publicly broken. The researchers revealed flaws in 

the commonly used as GEA/1 and GEA/2 ciphers and 

published by the open source software for sniffing networks.                                          
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They also noted that some carriers encrypt the data in order to 

detect the use of traffic, protocols they don't like, leaving their 

customers unprotected. GEA/3 seems to remain the relatively 

hard to break and it is said to be in the use of some more 

modern networks. It is used with   prevent connections to fake 

base stations and downgrade with attacks, users will be 

protected by the medium term, though the migration to 128-bit 

is still recommended. 

V.SMS 

          Short Message Service  is the text messaging service 

component of phone, the web mobile communication systems, 

using for the standardized communications protocols will that 

allow the exchange of text messages between  mobile 

phone devices. SMS is the most widely used for data 

application in the world, with 3.5 billion active users of 78% 

all mobiles of subscribers. Then the term is used as an 

acronym for all types of short text messaging to the user 

activity itself in many parts of world. SMS is also employed 

by directly marketing.  

         SMS as used for modern handsets originated by radio 

telegraphy in radio memo pagers using standardized phone 

protocols. These were defined a part of the Global System for 

Mobile Communications of  series of standards as a means of 

sending to the messages of up to 160 characters to and from 

GSM mobile of handsets. Though the most SMS messages are 

mobile to mobile text messages, support for the service it has 

expanded to include other mobile technologies as ANSI 

CDMA networks and Digital AMPS, as well as satellite 

networks. 

A. Early development 

        The technical development of SMS is a multinational 

collaboration of supporting the framework of standards 

bodies. Through these organizations of technology was made 

freely available to the world. SMS was considered in main 

GSM group as a possible service for the new digital cellular 

system. In GSM document Facilities to be provided in the 

GSM System, both mobile originated and mobile short 

messages appear on the table of GSM services. 

       The discussions of the GSM services is concluded in the 

recommendation GSM Tele Services supported by the 

GSM PLMN. Here a rudimentary of the three services as 

1. Short message of Mobile Terminated Point-to-Point: then 

the ability of a network to transmit a Short Message to a 

mobile phones. Then the message can be sent by phone 

software application. 

2. Short message of Mobile Originated Point-to-Point: the 

ability to a network transmits a Short Message sent by the 

mobile phone. Then the messages can be send to the 

phone to a software application. 

3. Short message of Cell Broadcast. 

 

     The material elaborated in the GSM and its WP1 subgroup 

was handed over in Spring  to a new GSM body called IDEG 

which had kickoff in May under the chairmanship of Fried 

helm Hille brand . Then the technical standard known today 

was largely created by IDEG as the two recommendations. The 

work on the draft specification in the follow in years, where 

Kevin Holley of Cell played a leading role. It Besides that 

completion of main specification GSM, then the detailed 

protocol of specifications on their  system interfaces also 

needed to completed.  

B. Support in other architectures 

      The Mobile Application Part of the  protocol included 

support for the transport of Short Messages through the Core 

Networks from its inception. To expanded support for SMS by 

introducing the separate operation code for Mobile Terminated 

Short Message for transport. Since Phase 2, there have changes 

to the Short Message of operation packages in MAP, although 

the other operation packages have enhanced to support 

CAMEL SMS control. 

C. Early implementations 

     The first SMS message was sent to over the Vodafone GSM 

network in the United Kingdom on 3 December, from Neil Pap 

worth of Sema Group using the personal computer to Richard 

Jarvis of Vodafone using the Orbital   handset. The text of the 

message Merry Christmas. All first installations of SMS was 

gateways were for network notifications sent to the mobile 

phones, it is usually to inform of the voice mail messages. Then 

the first commercially sold SMS service was offered to the 

consumers, as a person to person text messaging services. The 

Most early GSM mobile phone handsets did not support to 

ability and send SMS text messages, and then Nokia was the 

only handset manufacturer whose total GSM phone line can be 

supported by user sending of SMS messages. 

        Initial growth was slower with customers sending on the 

average only 0.4 messages per GSM customer must be per 

month. One factor in the slow take up SMS was that operators 

were slow to set the charging systems, especially for prepaid 

the subscribers, and eliminate the billing fraud which was 

possible by changing the SMSC settings on individual handsets 

to use the SMSCs. networks in the UK only allowed by the 

customers to send the messages to other users on the same 

network, the usefulness of the service. Over time, this is the 

issue was eliminated by switch billing instead of the billing at 

the SMSC and by new features within SMSCs to allow the 

blocking of foreign mobile users sending a messages through it. 

Then the average number of messages reached 35 per 

month, and by the million messages was sent in the UK alone. 

It is also alleged that the fact roaming for customers, in early 

days, rarely received bills by their SMSs after holidays abroad 

which gave some boost to text messaging as an alternative to 

the voice calls.
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D. Text messaging outside GSM 

     SMS is originally designed by the part of GSM, but it is 

now available on wide ranges of networks, including the 

3G networks. However, not all the text message systems use 

SMS, and some notable alternatives by the implementations of 

the concept include Sky Mail and NTT Docomo to Short Mail, 

and both in Japan. Email messaging from the  phones also, it 

is popularized by the NTT Docomo  i-mode and the  Black 

Berry, it is also typically uses standard mail protocols such 

as the SMTP & TCP/IP. 

E.SMS today 

    In SMS text messages were sent translates into 193000 

SMS per one second. SMS has become a massive to 

commercial industry, earning billion globally. Then the global 

average price for the  SMS message, while mobile networks 

charge to each other interconnect fees of at least when 

connecting between the different networks. While SMS is still 

to growing market, traditional SMS are becoming to 

increasingly challenged by the alternative messaging services 

there available on smart phones with the  data connections, 

especially in Western countries there services are growing in 

an popularity. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

          Along with the wireless communication technology's 

unceasing progress, the use of mobile network operators to 

offer remote monitoring and data transmission has been 

widely used in various fields. Especially the GSM data 

transmission plan based on MCU such as the GSM alarm 

system, automatic meter reading system and soon has gained 

more and more people's attention. This article introduced the 

concealed GSM monitor and alarm system for bank counter, 

which has the characteristics of easy installation, alarm 

security and quickly, adapted to the needs of the market well. 
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ABSTRACT

GPS is one of the technologies that are used in a huge number of applications today. One of the
applications is tracking your vehicle and keeps regular monitoring on them. This tracking system can
inform you the location and route travelled by vehicle, and that information can be observed from any
other remote location.  It also includes the web application that provides you exact location of target. This
system enables us to track target in any weather conditions. This system uses GPS and GSM technologies.
The paper includes the hardware part which comprises of GPS, GSM, Atmega microcontroller MAX 232,
16x2 LCD and software part is used for interfacing all the required modules and a web application is also
developed at the client side. Main objective is to design a system that can be easily installed and to provide
platform for further enhancement.

KEYWORDS

GPS, GSM, Tracking System

1. INTRODUCTION

In this urban life transportation is very common.  A lot of mishappenings occur on the road every
day .Therefore the need of security and monitoring is developed. To resolve such problems, a
system is developed using GPS and GSM technologies and an application is introduced in this
research work.

Various problems that we face:

1. In critical condition (when vehicle is stolen), one is confused what to do
2. If one has something expensive and he wants to check it regularly
3. To find the shortest path available

All these problems are overcome by the system.

This system has Global Positioning System (GPS) which will receive the coordinates from the
satellites among other critical information. Tracking system is very important in modern world.
This can be useful in soldier monitoring, tracking of the theft vehicle and various other
applications. The system is microcontroller based that consists of a global positioning system
(GPS) and global system for mobile communication (GSM). This project uses only one GPS
device and a two way communication process is achieved using a GSM modem. GSM modem,
provided with a SIM card uses the same communication process as we are using in regular phone.
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The system is not limited to find the location of the target but also calculates the distance
travelled b/w two stations.

This system is user friendly, easily installable, easily accessible and can be used for various other
purposes. After installation system will locate target by the use of a Web application (HTML
based application) in Google map. The system allows to track the target anytime and anywhere in
any weather conditions.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Real-time tracking and management of vehicles has been a field of interest for many researchers
and a lot of research work has been done for tracking system. Recently the various anti-theft
modules like steering wheel locked equipment, network tracking system and traditional electronic
alarm are developed along with client identification and real time performance monitoring.

The paper presented by El-Medany, W.; Al-Omary et al describes a real time tracking system that
provides accurate localizations of the tracked vehicle with low cost. GM862 cellular quad band
module is used for implementation. A monitoring server and a graphical user interface on a
website is also developed using Microsoft SQL Server 2003 and ASP.net to view the proper
location of a vehicle on a specific map. The paper also provides information regarding the vehicle
status such as speed, mileage. [1]

Hu Jian-ming; Li Jie; Li Guang-Hui describes an automobile anti-theft system using GSM and
GPS module. The system is developed using high speed mixed type single-chip C8051F120 and
stolen automobile is detected by the use of vibration sensor. The system remains in contact with
automobile owner through the GSM module, for the safety and reliability of automobile. [2]

Fleischer, P.B.; Nelson et al describes development and deployment of GPS (Global Positioning
System)/GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) based Vehicle Tracking and Alert
System. This system allows inter-city transport companies to track their vehicles in real-time and
provides security from armed robbery and accident occurrences. [4]

Le-Tien, T.; Vu Phung describes a system based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) and
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). It describes the practical model for routing
and tracking with mobile vehicle in a large area outdoor environment .The system includes the
Compass sensor-YAS529 of Yamaha Company and Accelerator sensor-KXSC72050 of Koinix
Company to acquire moving direction of a vehicle. The system will acquire positions of the
vehicle via GPS receiver and then sends the data to supervised center by the SMS (Short Message
Services) or GPRS (General Package Radio Service) service. The supervised center comprises of
a development kit that supports GSM techniques-WMP100 of the Wavecom Company. Finally,
the position of the mobile vehicle will be displayed on Google Map. [5]

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

It consists of two units one is transmitting side (vehicle unit) and other one is monitoring side.

3.1 Description of transmitting unit:

3.1.1 GPS

GPS modules are popularly used for navigation, positioning, time and other purposes. GPS
antenna receives the location values from the satellites. GPS gives information about:
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1) Message transmission time
2) Position at that time

3.1.2 GSM

GSM modem is used for transmitting and receiving the data. SIM 300 is a tri- band GSM/GPRS
engine. It works on various frequencies i.e. EGSM 900MHz, DCS 1800MHz and PCS 1900MHz.

3.1.3 Microcontroller

The system uses a CMOS 8- bit microcontroller. It is based on RISC architecture. It comprises of
16k bytes of flash program memory, 1K byte internal SRAM and 512 bytes EEPROM.

Figure 1.Architecture of transmitting unit

3.1.4 MAX 232

It is used for GSM, GPS and microcontroller to communicate serially

3.1.5 16x2 LCD

A 16x2 LCD is used for displaying location values.
A 9v battery is used to power up the circuit.

3.2 Monitoring unit

Figure 2.Monitoring unit Architecture

The monitoring unit consists of a GSM mobile and a Web Application. The GSM mobile will
acquire the position of the vehicle (longitude and longitude) and then by typing those co-ordinates
in web application owner of vehicle can get the exact location of the vehicle. The web application
part is covered later in this paper.

AT mega
Microcontroller

16x2 LCD

GSM

GPS

MAX 232

Power
Supply

GSM mobile Web
Application
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4. HARDWARE DESIGN

Figure 3.Hardware design

In this we are using a 40 pin ATmega16 microcontroller. It has four input–output ports.
ATmega16 microcontroller is the heart of the project that is used for interfacing. Two pins are
VCC pins and other two pins are at ground. Pin 9 is reset pin. A crystal oscillator of 12 MHz is
connected to the microcontroller. RS-232 protocol is used as serial communication between the
microcontroller, GPS and GSM modem. A serial driver MAX232, 16 pin IC is used for
converting RS-232 voltage levels into TTL voltage levels. There are four electrolytic capacitors
which are used with MAX232. A 9V battery is used to power the circuit. A 7805 regulator is used
to convert 9V into 5V. The microcontroller and MAX232 are powered by 5V. LED indicates the
presence of power supply.

5. SOFTWARE PROGRAM

The software programming is done in ‘C ‘language. Data (co-ordinates) received by GPS from
the satellites is defined in the software. Decoding the NMEA (National Marine Electronics
Association) protocol is the main purpose of developing this software. The mobile number of the
user should be included in the software programming in order to receive the location values from
the SIM card which we are using in GSM modem. The NMEA protocol consists of set of
messages. These messages are ASCII character set. GPS receives data and present it in the form
of ASCII comma – delimited message strings. ‘$’ sign is used at the starting of each message.
The locations (latitude and longitude) have the format of ddmm.mmmm. i.e. .degrees minutes and
decimal minutes. The software protocol consists of the GGA (global positioning system fixed
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data) and GLL (geographic position latitude/longitude). But in this system we are using CGA
only. The flow chart of the system is given as:

No

Yes

Figure 4.Program flow chart of the tracking system

6. WEB APPLICATION

The web application named as ‘Tracking System’ is shown in figures that represents the complete
output of the system. In this system two applications are developed that are linked to each other.
First one is used to get the initial position of the vehicle (starting point) and as system will receive
the different co-ordinates (longitude and latitude) switching to the next one will be done to get the
distance travelled b/w the two positions. The application will run on WAMP server and will run
only if the internet is in use. WAMP server homepage is shown in diagram.

GSM, GPS on

GPS on (get co-
ordinates)

GSM gets data
and send

GSM waits for the
request

User receives the
data

Start

Valid
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.

Figure 5.WAMP server home page

6.1 Various features of web Application are:

 Both the applications are user friendly .i.e. new users can be easily comfortable.
 Since the  applications are HTML based user  can easily modify  according to his

requirements
 Gives the exact location of the target.
 The applications also alerts about the distance travelled by the target and   also the

routes that are possible to reach to the target.

Figure 6.System Application 1

Figure 6 shows the first application where location will be found .As shown in figure by clicking
on the ‘next’ button will open up next page, where the route and the distance travelled will be
found. And by clicking on the ‘Back’ button will open up first one (page) as suggested in the fig.
7.Both the applications are HTML based. PHP is also used for some modifications.
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Figure 7.System Application 2

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The project is all about controlling theft of a vehicle. The system is about making vehicle more
secure by the use of GPS, GSM technology and a web application. The simulation is done by
PROTEUS software. It can also be beneficial for:

1. Parents to look after their children.
2. To track animals in jungles
3. Delivery services
4. Cops department and fire services

This project can be further enhanced by the use of camera and by developing a mobile based
application to get the real time view of the vehicle instead to check it on PC, which would be
more convenient for the user to track the target.
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